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:';i_ This is a 12-month program being conducted for NASA-MSFC. The NASA-MSFC
_!_ Program Monitor is Dale Blount. The major efforts of this program are
!;! being conducted by the Rocketdyne Engineering Aerothermal, and Naterials
_I_. Departments. Testing is being conducted at the Rockwell North American
_ AvLation Operations (NAAO) Aerothermal Laboratory. The responsible
Engineers in these areas are:
RonMorinlshl Hea_ Transfer, Testing, Data Analysis
Dennis Lim Task I Thrust Chamber Thermal Analysis
Frank Wimmer Materials & Processes
Bob Scherer Test (NAAO)
The Project Engineer is Ron Cook, Advanced Programs, and the Program
Manager is Frank Kirby.
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_ Thls program is a 12-month experimental Investigation to determine the coklng
_,: thresholds and cooling capabillty (convective correlatlons) of methane
° }_} Economical exploltatinn of space In the future will require reusable, high-
_ performance, llquld rocket booster engines. The high propellant bulk density
.,._._- and relatively high-performance LOX/hydrocarbon liquid engines look extremely
.|
°_ attractive• LOX/methane is of particular interest because it has a higher
_-) chamber pressure cooling limit, higher speclf_c impulse, higher coolant
O_ cokln8 temperature, cleaner exhaust products, and lower potential for
carbon deposition at low mixture ratio preburner operation than other hydro-
._ carbon fuels.
:o_ Future hlgh chamber pressure LOX/hydrocarbon booster engines will require
): copper-base alloy main combustion chamber coolant channels similar to the
_ SSHE to provide adequate cooling and reusable engine life. Therefore, it
..:, -)._ is of vital importance to evaluate the heat transfer characteristics and
i_ cokin8 thresholds for LNG (94% methane) cooling, with a copper-base alloy
_: material adjacent to the fuel coolant.
.,'" High-pressure methane cooling and coking characteristics have recently been
_!_ evaluated at Rocketdyne using stalnless-steel heated tubes at methane bulk
'_-. temperatures and coolant wall temperatures typlcal of advanced engine opera-
"_ tlon except at lo_er heat fluxes as limited by the tube material. As expected,
_,_
there was no coklng observed. However, coklng evaluations need be conducted
:_. vlth a copper-base surface exposed to the methane coolant at higher heat
I fluxes approaching those of future hlgh chamber pressure engines.
This program consists of five working tasks and a reporting task.
• t







_ TASK 1". Test Matrix Definttt,o.n consists of (1) design and analysis of 8 6001_
_.-
, _ LOX/C24 Natn Combustion Chamber (MCC) at 3000 pete chamber pressure and (2)
_ definition of the test matrix to cover the rensee of methane coolant conditions
:,,:" described in the HCC destp emalysts. The HCC deslp vtll utilize 8 hlgh
_ strength copper base channel configurstIon coolant liner, typical of the Space
_,. Shuttle Naln Engine (SSHE). The test matrix _rI11 provide for definition of
!_ coktng thresholds and convective cooling heat transfer correlations.
-r. TASE 2: Design and Procurement of Test Sections consist of designing electric-
3 ally heated tubular test specimens and procuring associated test specl=en hard-
"_ ware. The teat 8pechaens trill utilize a bimetallic tube assembly to alloy
testing at a heat flux of 50 Btu/in2-sec and 5000 psla CH4 coolant pressure,
.,_
_ t_tch Is t_plcal of a 3000 psla chamber pressure NCC throat reglon coolant
wall heat flu_. The /nner tube _atertal will be copper to simulate any :ok_ng
phenomena associated vtth the MCC liner _aterlal and surface conditions.
TAS]_ 3: Preparation of Detail Test Plan consists of preparing a document that
completely describes the test InstrumentatlonD data tcqulsltlon, data correlationL
.} approach, heated tube spec/Jnen configuration control, and test procedures. The
detelled test plan vtll Include test sectlon drmdngs, tube specimen operational
maps, faclllty schematics, and data analysis processing procedures.
:.:. T/_S_ _: Heated Tube Testt.n_ rill be conducted st the l_ocNell North /mertcan
__':: A_tstton Operations (}hqAO) thermodyna=tcs laboratory. Testing v_ll be conducted
to define the cokin 8 thresholds of methane tt purities between 85:[ and 95_
':, for L.qG and near 100_ pure methane. Coolant convective heat transfer cbarec-
•-.. te_sttcs vlll be s_al_sted st • purity bergen 94_ and 100_.
_7 TAb_ 5: Data &_alTsts and, Correlation Vlll be perforued to deftua any coMng
_._ thresholds and define convective eooltn8 cor_elattOl_S for the complete range
-|
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_:.'; of operatlng condltlons appllcable for a high chamber pressure MCC design.
:!'. A number of convective heat transfer correlatlng formats rill be satistic-
.,,, ally evaluated to obtaln the best data-flt




















_,. During this report£n s period, the following work was accomplished:
_) 1. The first 500 sallon shipment of liquid .ethane ",,'asrece:J.ved on
':.,_' 17 May 1986 as part of an 11,000 sallon 10ad being carried frc_
_:_' Trussville, Alabama to Orange County.'_; •
:°' 2. Tests were run using a seven _.,c. heated tube. The test facility
° ,_ performed well; no test delays were encountemed, The instrumentation
0 measurement accuracy was verified by the data reduction results.
The heat balance between the wat_ne_er electrical measurement and





_ 3. Analysis of the methane test data points is underway. Prel_ntnary
, results show that the data is consistent and falls within the expected
form of the Nusselt correlation. All data reduction and sraphtcal
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1_' _ HEAT TRANSFER INVESTIGATION
I ,"°
: DISCUSSION
TASK 4: HEATED TUBE TESTING
,i
-e
i_ Testing of the first 500 gallons of methane has been completed. These tests
r
accomplished the following goals of the first phase of the _est plan: 1)
i: verification of the b4metalltc tube and test facLlity performance, 2) low heat
_: flux range tests to provide heat transfer correlation data, and 3) heat transfer
;-_ results which were within the predicted _.Sg accuracy. The power reactors
_._ were driven up to 40 KWe (lflnIt is 50 KWe) without the thermal runaway problem
i_ associated with the liquid nitrogen tests. All of these tests were performed
on a single seven inch heated tube; no tube failures were encountered.
i"2
,_ The methane chemical characteristics shown in Table 1 were provided by L. Hood
_- Associates. Since the 500 gallons was delivered as part of a large shipment
i-_ (approximately 10,000 gallons), it was assumed that the chemical make up was
_._ uncha_ed due to any l_ii-off during transit. However, a mall sample of the
• methane was-taken at the conclusion of the tests and will be analyzed.
The bimetallic tube temperature response to power input was well controlled,
due to both the employment of fine tuning rheostats and the development of
a test procedure which came from experience gained in the nitrogen tests.
It was found that the desired tube temperature could be achieved more easily
by first setting the desired power level (electrical current), then changing
the fluid flow rate. Attempting to control the tube temperature by varying
the power reactor inputs resulted in a "drifting" response. The general
procedure for establishing • steady-state test point was to:
1, Start the fluid flow (about 2 spm),





= 3. quickly ramp up the po_er, while =alntalnlng a safe tube
:, te=perature by s_nultaneously Increaslns the flow rate.4;
'"' 4. Once power is set, then achieve desired tube t_perature
,,.., by vary/ns flow rate.
_,[i 5. Allow systm ot reach steady-state for at least 25 seconds,
_4'_? then So to next test point.
g,
. -i_ L
This procedure required the coordination of two operators - one controlling
., the power reactors, and the other controlling the flow rate whi_le monltorins
, _; the tube wall temperature.
_fw
_ The test t=s halted when over 25 gallons was flowed. This was indicated
_; by a real-tiae integrator which is incorporated in the flo_meter counter.
-,,I Note that although the run tank has a 33 gallon capacity, only about 25
o_ gallons is usable due to the compressibility of the liquid On a couple
_-L:-..:,
of occasions durin8 the testing, the run tank was inadvertantly allowed to
_ run dry; however, the autcwattc shutdown device (which monitors tube _ax4_zum
"" te=perature) acted quickly enough to prevent any tube damage. The device
_:; was set for a IO00"F limit.
_ There were no problems encountered in the instru=entation during the test
_:,:, period The subsequent data analysis verified the accuracies of measurements.







o , TASK 5' DATAANALYSIS AND CORRELATION
The data analysis was performed on the IBM Personal Computer. A code celled
METIL_E was written to simuleaneously solve for the electrical heat generation
and heat conduction balance £n the bimetallic tube. The convective heat
transfer coefficient is calculated at several axial positions aloug the tube.
Fluid properties are accounted for by utilization of property co, relations
derived from the NBS tables. The METHANEcode provides the pertinent dimen-
sionless quantities such as Nusselt, Reynolds, Prandtl, and Stanton numbers.
In addition, the temperature and viscosity property ratios (evaluated at bulk
fluid and near wall conditions) are given at each axial location.
The results of the METHANEcode were then transferred to a statistical sub-
routine called _0CKLE which provides a best-fit correlation. The results
from both programs were then graphically presented using the co_mercially
available LOTUS 1-2-3 package.
The incorporation of all phases of the data reduction process into the PC
allowed for quick and convenient analyses. Many of the test points were
evaluated at the test site _nediately after the run, providing valuable
feedback for the test engineer.
The range of test conditions achieved during this period is shown in Table 2.
= The maximum heat flux of 25.B Btu/sec-in 2 was achieved during the final run
where the power reactors were outputting nearly 40 KWe. The tube wall was
still a conservative 667"F, so a higher flux is possible on the seven /nch
tube. Limited runs were made at the higher flux levels due to the conserva-
tive test plan. Because of the thermal runaway problem encountered in the
nitrogen tests, the initial methane tests were made by slowly £ncreasin S the
!_ power level. However, no /ndications of runaway were found.
ii
'_ The reduced data is shown in the Appendix section. Out' of the 27 steady-state
:&








_i electrical power /nput to the tube did not match the measured enthelpy rlme
/ p
... of the fluid. In most cases, the heat b_lance difference was wlth_ _5_,
i__,. which was the expected exper/meutal accuracy. In the statistical fit process,
only those deta points with balances within _SX were deemed acceptable,
" .} The unacceptable heat balances were found to be the result of unsteady
r
test eondltlons at the thee chosen for the data point. There was no corre-
i '
latlon between power level and heat balance error as is shown in Fig. 1.
Therefore, by taklng more care in allow/rig the system to reach steady-state,
acceptable results are achievable.
Since the standard correlation for convective heat transfer in pipe flow is
the Dtttus-Boelter equation, pre!hn/amry assesmnent of the reduced data was
made by plotting lqu vs (Re^0.8 Pr^0.4) as is shown in Fig. 2. It is evident
that the data is consistent; the data points fall alon8 a nearly constant
slope. Deviations from a constant slope are expected due to the varying
fluid properties, and the large bulk fluid to tube _all temperature difference.
This deviation in slope is evident in Fig. 3, which shows that as the fluid
to wall temperature ratio decreases, the slope decreases from the Dittus-
Boelter value of 0.023.
The best fit correlation for this preliminary form is,
Eu- 0.0163 Re0"8 Pr 0"_
A much better fit is found by adding the temperature ratio term to the Nusselt
equation. This is shown inF,. _. The temperature ratio term accounts for the
variation in fluid properties between the bulk fluid and near wall conditions.
Important temperature related properties are viscosity, thermal conductivity,
specific heat, and density. The prel_inary best fit correlation for this
form 18,
Nu - 0.0215 Re0"8 Pr 0"_ (Tb/l'_) 0"29
Another form of the Nusselt equation separates the effect of the fluid viscosity
from the temperature retio term. Therefore, a viscos_ty ratio term is added,
based on the bulk fluid and wall conditions. As shown in Fi_. $, there is not





an obvious increase In the data fit; however, a al_ht _mprov_neu¢ may _how
:_ up in the Btatlstlcal fit, Thl_ ha_ yet to be run.
I,
:. An intereatlng comparison was made with B/ml]ar methane tests run at
I;_ Rocketdyne in 1979 by ,3ohmPage. In tlw prevlous experiments, staLnle_A
_ tubes were electrleally heated. The b/meta111c tube Ms so des/gned to
_i provide h/sher flux capabilities and better inner wail tomperature calcu-
+ latlon accuracy. The comparison is shown in _/8, 6. The prevlou8 d-ta
_ se_s to give h_her Nusselt numbers (hence, heat transfer coefficients)
)
_: at the same Reynolds and Prandtl numbers (hence, flow conditions). The
_: cor_+:latton that corresponds to this data is very close to the Dtttus-
Boel_er equation, displaying a slope of 0.021.
I;
,,_ A check was made to substantiate the fact t_at both data reduction calcula-
r_ tions do indeed use the same methane properties (NBS). Also, a double
check on the analytical solution to the bimetallic tube heat conduction
_£ -uatton was performed in order to ver/_y the H_T_L_NEda:a reduction accuracy.
_ _s _s done by comparison to a thermal model of the tube made on the
;_ Itocketdy_e Thermal Analyzer Program (TAP), The results are shown in Fig. 7.
° _ It is evident that the analytical solution used in HE_L_E is indeed giving
,'+. the correct tube wall temperatures. Therefore, at this time it is not
_i__+ known why the previous data is substantially different _han the bimetallic
tube test results. Further review of the data reduction p_ocedure used by
. ; 3. Page is underway.
:'" Preparations are already underway for the next test series. A 3 inch tube
has been installed in the test stand and a preliminary checkout is being per-
_ formed. The next test series will be at hi_her heat flux and mass flux
,!_ levels. The main focus of these tests will be to identify the conditions for
++_ incipient carbon coking. These tests will commence upon receipt of the next












The follo_n 8 activities will be conducted during the next report per_od:
"/!. 1. Preparations for the next series of tests will be cc_pl_P o+ T_i+
,. tests will utilize a short 3 inch tube in order °,.... , _,_h heat
., fluxes. Incipient carbon cokins will be invest:_ed.
2. The data analysis will be completed for the Nusselt correlation
_I.
I phase of the tes _. plan. Also, a detailed evaluation of the previous
I methane tests (by J. Page in 1979) will be perfolme_ in order tv make
' a positive comparison with the current test results.
t.






_ible 1. Methane chemical compositionJ
COMPONENT MOLE %
_ Oxygen O. 020




Prop ane O. 929
I-Butane O. 113
N-Butane O. 099
_" I-PePt ane O. 000t4
i_ N-Pen tane O. 000
i_ Net:anes O. 025
Excerpt from the Chromatographic analysis report prepare_ by
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Table 2. Range of test conditions achieved in first test series,
t
i2
Total Number of Tests 14
Total Numbe. of Data F'oznts 27
_ Nussel t Number lob7 to 34&7
i_ Reynolds Number 8.2 E5 to 3.e E6
_ Heat Flu_: 1.6 to 25. B Btuls-in2
_ Mass Flu_, 23.9 to 68.8 1bin/s-in2
}__ Inlet Fluid Temperature -139 to -36 F
_ Outlet Fluid Temperature -118 to 23 F
i_ Inlet Fluid Pressuee 3914 to 49_6 psia
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ORIGINAL P, ,_'_- _
9F POOR QUALITY
= METHANE HEAT TRANSFER INVESTIr-_TION
CASE - 5-17-38 TIME - 14:57:35 TUBE L m 7•00 [in] i OF TC - 7
_lbst - 2•88 £KWe] I - 90_•1 [imps] V m 3,173 [valtI] R m 3.50 [mOhme]
r T u/I I -55•7 [F]' 1" d/is -24.6 [F] Pin m4966.0 [pill] Pout m 4741.0 [pll t]
T Jn m -56•5 [F3 Tout m -31•1 [F] H in-307.2 H out m 33.9.7 (Etu/l_:
Vo| Flow m 2.37 [8F'M] Mils Flow m .IO40[IDtl] Miss Flux m 24•E4[16/s-tn2]
WALL X/ID OUTER |NTERF INNER FLUID ADIAB. FLUID HEAT h TRANSFE_
LOC• MALL WALL WALL BULK N_J.L T PRESS FLUX COEFF I CI ENT
X[in] T[F] T[F] T[F] TrF] T[F] [psia] [Btu/l-ln**= J
• 14 I. 9 ] 2.4 1 I. I ! O.._. -59.6 -58. B 4860• 6 I. 627 .23550E-(: 1
_;_ .97 13.3 19•1 17.8 I7.0 -60'.7 -59.8 4852.5 1,650 .214_78-01
1.91 26.2 28.1 2_. 7 2_.0 -55.0 -54•1 4937.2 1.680 .2097_E-01
4.16 57•0 34.1 _2.7 31.9 -47. b -46.7 4817.5 1.699 ._lb_TE-Ol
5.02 68.8 43.3 41.9 41. I -41•6 -40.6 480].5 1.73,) • 21 ] ._1E-01
6.10 83•6 47.0 45.6 44.7 -37.0 -36.0 478_. 5 1.741 .21560E-01
6.84 93.7 53.7 52.'.2 51.4 -33.4 -32.5 4780.2 1•764 .210..'7E-01
_ WALL TUBE RESISTAr_CE VOLTAGE CURRENT HEAT GEN. TOTAL HEAT
LO_. SEG DL CU M_'_EL CU MOREL CU MONEL O GEN LOSS
X[zn] [in] [mO_s,'in: [v_lt/i_] Camps] [Vtu/s-ln] [Btu_s-ln]
. 14 .555 .50 II._.'" .43 See. 38. .3_ .02 .37 .00
•97 8S5 .51 11 "_. .. .44 B:7. 39. .Z6 .02 .38 .00
_ 1.91 1.595 .=_ 11.34 .45 E67. 40. .37 .02 •39 .r_:..
4.1e 1.555 .52 11._4 .45 e=_. 40. ._7 •02 .39 .00
/_ ,2 .,70 •51 11...'- •46 e_,. 41. •38 .02 .40 •00
•_0 .910 .54 !1.35 .47 855. 41. ._g .02 .40 .JO
6.94 .5_0 .54 11._5 .47 B_5. 41. .39 .02 .40 .00
WALL FLUID RE_NC_DS PRA_DTL T_uIk/ MUbulk/ NUSSELT STANTON
LOC. VEL. NUMBER NUMBER T_all Md_all NUMBER NUMBER
_[in] [_tli3
.14 181.4 .817_E+Ob I•209 .851 1.30 .11735  $ˆ .11875-02
.97 181.0 .81415+06 1.211 .837 1.34 •10675  ˆ .I082E-02
1.91 183 5 .83115 !8ˆ 1.2]0•833 1.36 .1061E+04 .I0555-02
4•16 186.7 .954,_E*06 1.203 .838 1.36 .II14E_04 .I0845-0_
5.02 I89.5 .8733E*C,6 1.19 _ .835 ].37 .1107E Œ .1059E-05
6.10 191.6 .8EG_E ,Œ 1.Io5.BSE 1.36 .11425 Œ .I0765-02
6.84 19_.3 900:E+r,_ 1 * _ • • •.... 9. •B_4 1 38 1125E_04 10485-0_
WALL FLUID FLUID ENTM_,LPy DYNAMIC THERMAL SPECIFIC DENSITY
LOC. TEMP. PRESS VISCOSITY CONDUCTIVITY HEAT
X[in] [F] [psza] [Btu/lb] [lb/_t-I] [Btu/I-_t] [Btutlb-R] [lb/ftl]
• 14 -59.6 486r'.6 304.624 .2663E-04 ,175908-04 .7984 19.721
.97 -60.7 4852,5 30_. 732 .2c:738-04 .17629E-04 .798S 19.760
I .91 -55.0 48-_7.2 308.419 .2o!88-04 .173218-04 .8003 19.497
_ 4.16 -47,6 4817.5 314.48S .25488-04 .|69998-04 .8028 19.156
%) 5.02-4.6 4.0,.5 .16757E-O4 .eo4
/ 10 -37.0 41,e,.5 31.-..230.:45:,E-04 .1,537E-04 .8065 18.6;,
L -33.4 4700.2 _28.160 .2417E-04 .1637&E-04 .0078 18.5o._
_ CALC, CHEC_: Wattmeter- Qe - 2.88[ku] lensiblo {Is m 2,80[k_] Oe_r m 2.58%
L. Mell. V . .100 [volts] Calc. V = 3.173 [voI.tl] Vlrr m**oel,_. /_:,_!
-_:;:, M_as. I miel.,e Camps] Calc. I - _.1 [Impl] llrr m 96.85_
_' Meas. Tout - -25.5 [F] ClJc. Tout =-32.1 [F] Tort o 6,6 _F]
" ' " *' *..... 1984020949-TSB11
0_>, ORh_,l+, I:. p ...... ;,,_
__ BETHANE HEAT TRANSFER INVESTIGATION
" CASE " 5-17-3C TIME " 14:58:29 TUBE L " 7.02 tin] e DF TC = 7
+_ (0;' _bme - 3.03 [KWe] I _ 910.2 Camps] V - 3.323 [voltt] R - 3._5 [mDhm_]
; T u/l= -4O, S (F] T dis- -7.9 [F] Pin =4936.0 [plia] Pa_t = 4715.0 [plia]
T in - -41 b (F] Tout + -|4.3 [F] H trim 319.4 H out B 34_._ [Btu/ib]
4J_,
":: Vol Flow - 2.36 [GPM] Mass FIoN o •0979[|bls] Ma_s FZu_ - 23. BS[lbll-in23
;:-. WALL X/ID GUTER ZNTERF INNER FLUID RDIRB. FLUID HEAT h TRANSFER
_: LOC. MALL NALL WALL BULK MALL T PRESS FLUX COEFFICIENT
X[in] T[F] T[F] T[F] T[F] T£F] (pits] [Btu/s-_n*e2]
--i;i •14 1.9 31.7 30.3 29.5 -44.7 -43.S 4S35.3 1.706 .23264E-01
.97 13.3 3S.9 37.5 36.7 -4_.6 -44.7 4827._ 1.730 •21264E-01
;"_ | 91 26.2 48 I 46 6 4_.B -39.3 -3B.5 4B12.B 1.76! 20B94E-01
+_, 4.16 57.0 54.6 53.1 52.3 -31.3 -30.4 4793.0 1.702 .21_60E-01
!; 5.02 6B.O 64.7 63.2 62.3 -24.7 -23.0 4778.4 1.B16 .210S7E-01
_' 6.10 B3.6 6B.7 67.2 66.3 -19.7 -IB.B 4766.7 J.B29 .21498E-01
_! 6.B4 93.7 75.0 73.4 72.6 -15,8 -14.8 4757.6 1.O_O .2116_E-01
_!
M_LL TUDE RESISTANCE VOLTAGE CURRENT PERT BEN. TOTAL HEAT
'> LOC SEE DL CU _DNEL CU _ONEL CU _ONEL _ SEN LOSS
....+ X[_n] [in] [mOhml/tn] [volt/_n] (imps3 [Btu/i-tn) [Btu/l-tn)
• 14 •555 •52 11.34 •4_ 070. 40. .37 .02 ,39 .00
•++,: .97 •OB5 •53 11.35 •46 OTO. 41. •38 •02 .40 .00
_ 1.91 1.595 •54 11.35 •4? 069. 41. .39 .02 .40 .00
=" 4.16 1.55_ •5_ 11.36 .47 BbB. 42, •39 •02 .41 .00
/ _2 •970 •56 11.36 .4B 06B. 42. .40 .02 .42 .00
++ +. |0 .910 •56 11.36 .49 B67. 43. •40 .02 .42 .00
+
:_+_ 6. B4 .550 .57 11.37 •49 B67. 43. .40 •02 .42 .00
_' MALL FLUID REYNOLDS PRANDTL Tbulk/ _Ubulk/ NUSSELT STANTON
LOC. VEL. NUHBER NUHBER T_all _U_ll NUHBER NUH_ER
_. X[tn] [ft/m]
_ •14 IBO.5 .B297£ (Œ 1.201•B4S 1.33 •1210E • •1214E-02
+_ .97 100.2 .B271E  Dˆ 1.202.B34 1•37 •1103E Œ •1109E-02
:. 1.91 103.0 •B464E 8Œ 1•1_4•B32 1.38 .|099E+04 .10S7E-02
_ 4.16 IS6.6 .0724E (Œ.B37 1.37 .1162E Œ •111BE-02
_ 5.02 IB9•7 .B944E (••B33 1.38 .1151E  Œ •1090E-02
_; 6.10 192.1 •9117E #<ˆ I.IBO•B37 1•37 .1193E Œ •1109E-02
: 6.B4 194.1 .9256E $L ˆ I170 •B34 I 38 .lISlE Œ •1090E-02
" MALL FLUID FLUID ENTH_LPY DYNAMIC THERMAL SPECIFIC DENSITY
-. LOC. TERP• PRESS VISCOSITY CONDUCTIVITY HEAT
_. Xttn] [F] [psts] [B_ul|b] (lb/_t-s] [Btuls-_t] [Btu/|b-R] (1blOt3]
" .14 -44.7 4835.3 316.087 •2_21E-04 ,1684BE-04 •0027 19.049
+._ .97 -45.6 4827.5 316.171 .2529E-04 ,16B94E-04 .O02S 19.078
-+_- 1.91 -39.3 4B12.B 321.292 •2471E-04 •16661E-04 •0049 10.794
.+---,+,,_+4.16 -31.3 4793.B 327.925 •2398E-04 .16256E-04 .ROTS 10.426
_-_ 5.02 -24.7 4778.4 _33.359 •2339E-04 .16044E-04 .O]Ol 10.12S
_" " 10 -19.7 4766.7 337•498 .2294E-04 .15783E-04 .B119 17.897
---+-" _ 84 -15.0 4757.6 340.7S4 .2260E-G_ 15706E-04 .8132 17.718
_--_ CRLC. CHECK: Mltt_etsr lie m 3.03[k_] Sensible Gs • 2.O6[k_] Gerr • 5.45_
_els. V • .100 (volts3 Ca1(, V • _.323 (volts] Verr meoeeeo_
Heal. I oee**ee Clmps$ Calc. I + 919 2 [imps] Serf - 96.99X
_eas. Tout • -B.B (F] Calc. T_ut ,.-14.3 [F] Terr m 5.5 iF)
. ;L _ + - ,_...... _ • , +' + _ ,, u , ,-, ,., ' u + ' _ +, ,. ++
_,#+ o
+ 1984020949-TSB12
._i_ METHANE HEAT TRANSFE_ INVESTIGATION ,
CRSE m 5-17-3D TIME m 15:00:51 TUBE L - 7,02 [in] e OF T£ = 7
_bme - 6,53 [KWe] I -1212,4 (ampm] V = 5,382 [v_ltm) R = 4.44 [mDhmm)
_- T u/m- -36 I (F) T d/m= 33,9 [F] Pin =4843,0 [psia) Pout = 4600,0 [psia]:; w
: T in = -37,0 £F3 Taut m 34,3 IF3 H in- 323,3 H gut - 381,2 [Btu/Ib]
: Vn! Flow m 2,41 fBPM] Mamm Flow n ,IO02(Iblm] Mass Flu_ = 23,94[Ib/m-ln2]
! WALL X/IS OUTER INTERF INNER FLUID RDIAB. FLUID HEAT h TRANSFER
i LOC. WALL MALL WALL BULK MALL T PRESS FLUX COEFFICIENT
Ii! X[in] T[F] T[F] T(F] TtF3 T[F] [psta] [Btu/s-in**2]
i_ .14 1•9 119,0 115,9 114,3 -37,0 -36.1 4739,7 3,511 ,23352E-01
• 97 13.3 140.5 137.3 135.6 -32.5 -31.6 4730.9 3.634 .21744E-01
I 1.91 26.2 163,0 159.6 157.S -19.6 -IB.6 4714.3 3.763 .21332E-01
4.16 57.0 176.9 173.4 171.6 -2.6 -1.6 4692.6 3. S43 .22192E-01
i 5.02 68.S 201•7 198.0 196.1 11.4 12.5 4674.5 3.984 .21700E-01
_ 6.10 S3.6 214•0 210.2 20B.3 22.3 23.5 4660.5 4.054 .21935E-01
_;; 6.84 93.7 226.9 223.0 221.1 31.0 32.2 4649.4 4.127 .21852E-01
1:_ _ALL TUBE RESISTANCE VOLTAGE CURRENT HEAT SEN. TOTAL HEAT
:_ LOC. SEE DL CU MDNEL CU MONEL CU MONEL Q SEN LOSSi"
:_ X(tn] (in] (mOhms/tn] (volt/in] tamps] [Btu/s-in] (Btu/m-in]
• 14 ,555 ,61 11,3_ ,70 1151, 62. ,76 ,04 ,81 ,00
.97 •$85 .63 11.41 .73 1149. 64. .79 .04 .S3 .00
_ o_
. 1,91 1,575 •65 11,42 ,75 1147, 66. •02 ,05 ,86 ,00
;" 4.16 1,555 •67 11,43 ,77 1145. 67, .S3 ,05 ,88 ,00
:_ _ 02 ,970 •70 11.44 ,_0 1143, 69, ,Sb ,05 ,91 ,00
i_ _.10 ,910 •71 11,45 .S1 1142. 71. ,SB ,05 .93 ,00
i_ 6.B4 ,550 ,72 11,46 ,S2 1141, 72. .S? .O& ,95 ,00
WALL FLUID REYNOLDS PRANDTL Tbulk/ MUbulk/ NUSSELT STANTON
_"_" LOC. t/EL. NUMBER NUMBER T_all MUwall NUMBER NUMBER
-_ _ X[in] (at/s]
_ ,14 185,2 ,B560E  @Œ 1,200,737 1,63 ,1239E+04 ,120bE-02
_ .97 187.3 .BTOSE ,Œ 1.191•71B 1.63 .1162E+04 .1121E-02
•_ 1,91 193,3 ,9145E ¬ „ I.181 ,713 1.56 • IIB3E+04 ,I095E-02
; 4.16 201,9 ,9764E ¨"H165 •724 1 46 •121B7E " Œ 1132E-02
._ 5,02 209.4 ,1031£ @Œ,719 1,39 •1313E+04 ,1102E-02
_, 6.10 215.6 •1075E @ˆ 1,149•722 1 36 1372E $ Œ 1111E-02
6.84 220.7 011"IE_07 1,144 ,721 1,27 ,1404E+04 ,1105E-02
:, _ALL FLUID FLUID ENTHALPY DYNAMIC THERMAL SPECIFIC DENSITY
LOC. TEMP. PRESS VISCOSITY CONDUCTIVITY HEAT
X[tn] (F) [p8|a] (Stu/lb] (lb/at-J] [Stu/_-_t] [Stu/lb-R] (lb/_t3]
: .14 -37.0 4739.7 323.253 .2450E-04 .16512E-04 .BOSh 10.611
_ .97 -32.5 4730.9 326.95B .2409E-04 .16389E-04 .8102 lS.407
,_ 1.91 -19.6 4714.3 337.686 .2293E-04 .15803E-04 .8142 17.e27
ov 4.16 -2.6 4692.6 351.764 .2147E-04 .15106E-04 .8192 17.075
_t 5.02 11.4 4674.5 363.464 • 2033E-04 . 14477£-04 .... .B22B 16.45B
" 10 22.3 4660.5 372.552 .1950E-04 .14002E-04 .S249 15.986
-_'! L::_ 84 31.0 4649.4 379.7B2 .IBB7E-04 .13630E-04 .B262 15.616
_; CALC. CHECK: Natty@tar Oe m 6.53(k_] Sensible _s m 6.13(k_] Oerr m 6.09_
Meal. V m 5.330 (volts] Calc. V m 5.382 (volts] Verr m .968%
:_ Meas. I m1224.2 (amps] Calc. I _1212.4 (ampm] lerr m .96_
, _ Meau. Tout m 32.7 [F] Cole. Tout m 34.3 (F] Terr m 1.6 [F]
° * 984020949-TSB 3
• '_,l d:.. METHANE HEAT TRANSFER INVESTIBATION
r CRSE = 5-18-IA TIME m 11128155 TUBE L = 7.02 [in] @ OF TC _ 7
, _bse = 5.15 gKWP] | =1147.2 [amps] V = 4.489 [valts] R _ 3.91 £mOhms]
T u/s= -65,8 IF] T d/s = -13.0 [Fa Pin =4754,0 [psJa] Pout = 4562.0 [psi_]
T in = -66.7 CF] Tout = -|3.4 IF] H In_ 29_.6 H out " 342.5 [Btu/Ib]
L
Vol Flow = 2.4B £GPM] Mass Flow - .1098_Ib/s] Mass Flu_ = 26.23[Ib/s-in2]
WALL X/ID OUTER INTERF INNER FLUID ADIAB. FLUID HEAT h TRANSFER
LOC. WALL WALL WALL BULK WALL T PRESS FLUX COEFFICIENT
XCin] TCF] T[F3 T[F] T[F] TCF] [psia] [Btu/s-inII2]
.14 1.9 53.5 51.2 49.9 -65.2 -64.3 4637.1 2,809 .24613E-01
.97 13.3 71.3 6B.9 67.5 -60.4 -59.4 4627,1 2,902 .22873E-01
1.91 26.2 87.6 B5.0 B3.7 -50.6 -49.6 4609.1 2.987 .22419E-01
4.16 57.0 96.9 94,3 92.9 -3B.4 -37.3 45B5,7 3.036 .23325E-01
5.02 68.8 113.1 110.4 108.9 -2B.7 -27.6 4566.6 3.119 .22851E-01
6.10 83.6 119.7 116.9 115.5 -21.3 -20.2 4552.1 3.153 .23249E-01
6.84 93,7 135.0 132.1 130.6 -15,6 -14.4 4540.6 3.232 .22290E-01
|
• WALL TUBE RES ]STANDS VOLTAGE CURRENT HEAT GEN. TOTAL HEAT
i_ LOC. SEG DL CU MDNEL CU MONEL CU MONEL Q GEN LOSS
[_ XCin] [In] [mOhms/in] [voltlin] lamps] [Btuls-in] [Btuls-in]
IN .14 .555 .54 11.35 .59 1095. 52. .61 .03 .64 .00
;- .97 .BE5 .56 11 .37 •61 1093. 54. .63 .03 .67 •O0
'_ 1.91 1.595 .SB 11.38 .63 1092. 55. .65 .03 .68 .00
! 4.16 1 •555 .59 11 •3B .64 1091. 56. .66 •03 .70 •O0
• C 02 .970 •60 11.39 .bb 1089 • 58. .68 •04 .72 .O0
%
.. 10 •? I0 •61 11 •39 .67 1089. 58. .69 •04 .72 .O0
6.e4 .550 .63 11.40 .68 1087. 60. .70 .04 .74 .00
WALL FLUID REYNOLDS PRANDTL _bulk/ MUbu|k/ NUSSELT LTRNTON
LOC. VEL. NUMBER NUMBER Twall MUwalI NUMBER NUMBER
X[in] [_t/s]
.14 191.2 .B456E+O6 1.226 .774 1.54 .1207E Œ .1165E-02
.97 193.5 .B607E !8• 1.222.75B 1.bO .1137E • .1OBOE-02
1.91 198.1 .B91BE Œ 1.219.753 1.62 .1146E Œ .1055E-02
:: 4.16 204.2 .9332E+06 1.236 .763 I.SB .1233E Œ .I069E-02
5.02 209.3 .gb?BE #HŒ 1.225.758 1.57 .1235E • .1042E-02
6.10 213.4 .9953E+06 1.218 .762 1.54 .1280E+04 .1056E.--02
6.84 216.7 .I018E+07 1.216 .753 1.52 .1250E Œ .1010E-02
- MALL FLUID FLUID ENTHALPY DYNAMIC THERMAL SPECIFIC DENSITY
LOC. TEMP. PRESS VISCOSITY CONDUCT I Vll_ HEAT
XCin] IF] [psta] [Btuflb] [lb/4t-s] [Btu/s-ft'_ _Btu/lb-R] []bI4t3]
.14 -65.2 4637. I 299.B42 .2717E-¢4 .17861E-04 .R056 19.752
.97 -60,4 4627. I 303.883 .2670E-04 .17628E-04 .8072 19.524
1.91 -_K).6 4609.1 311.968 .2576E-04 .17135E-04 .BI04 19.072
_ 4.16 -38.4 4585.7 322.157 .2462E-04 .16575E-04 .8319 1B.501
._ 5.02 -28.7 4566. b 330.247 . 2374E-04 • 16203E-04 .8363 18.047
: / '. 10 -21.3 4552.1 336.401 .2309E-04 .15908E-04 .B394 17.703
:: _ .e4 -15.6 4540.6 341.253 .225BE-04 .15624E-04 .B416 17. 431
CALC. CHECK! Waitmeter De m 5. 15[kw) Bl_nalble Ds = 5.08[kw] Derr= 1.40_
_:' Meas. V = a.423 [volts] Calc. V = 4.4B9 [volts] Verr = 1,501_.
:_ Meas. I "1|_4.5 lamps] Calc. I =1147.2 [ampa] Ierr= 1.4B_
,'1 Meas. Tout = -14,1 IF] Calc. Tout = -13.4 IF] Tort = .B IF3
_J
° °-' ..... 1 14984020949-TSB
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" METHANE HEAT TRANSFER INVESTIGATION
_i CASE - 5-18-1B TINE _ 11130152 TUBE L = 7.02 (in] # OF TC - 7
(_se m 9,65 [KWe) I =13B3.9 [amps] V m 6.975 [volts] R m 5.04 [mDhme)
! T u/s= -61.4 IF) T d/s = 37.1 (F] Pin =4732.0 [psia) Pout = 4523.0 [psia]
T in = -62.3 (F3 Tout = 3B.4 (F3 H in- 302.3 H out = 384.3 (Btu/lb]
i. '_ Vol Flow = 2.48 [GPM] Mass Flow = .lO85[Ib/s] Mass Flux = 25.92lib/s-in2]
' WALL XIID OUTER INTERF INNER FLUID ADIAB. FLUID HEAT h TRANSFER
LOC. WALL WALL WALL BULK WALL T PRESS FLUX COEFFICIENT
i;* X(in3 T(F] T[F] T[F] TEF] T[F3 [psia] [Btu/s-inl$23
__ ,14 1.9 156.1 151.8 149.5 -59.1 -58.1 4616.3 4.828 .23254E-01
.97 13.3 19B.2 193.5 191.0 -49.8 -4B.8 4605.5 5.137 .21417E-01
1.91 26.2 242.7 237.6 234.9 -32_ -31.8 4585.8 5.464 .204BBE-01
4.16 57,0 28_,8 278.3 275.5 -10.5 -9.3 4559.7 5.764 .20237E-01
5.02 68.8 321.3 315.4 312.5 8. I 9.4 4537.6 6.035 .19917E-01
6.10 83.6 341,3 335.2 332.2 22.6 23.9 4520.2 6.180 ,2004BE-01
6.84 93.7 3ba.6 360.3 357.2 34.0 35.5 450b.2 6,362 .19777E-01
I- WALL TUBE RES !S: ANCE VOLTASE CURRENT HEAT SEN. TOTAL HEAT
LOC. SEG DL CU MONEL CU MONEL CU MONEL Q SEN LOSS
X[in] [in] (=Ohms/In] (volt/in] (amps] (Btu/s-in] [Btu/s-ln]
.14 .555 .64 11.42 .84 1310. 74. 1.05 .06 1.11 .00
.97 ,B85 ,69 11.44 .90 1305. 79. 1.11 .07 1.18 .00
1,91 1.595 ,73 11.47 .Db 1301. 83. 1.18 .08 1._ .00
:_ 4.16 1,555 .70 11.49 1.01 1296. 8B. 1.24 ,OB 1.32 .00
' ,02 .970 .82 11 •52 1.06 1292. 92. 1.29 .09 1•38 .00
.I0 .910 .B4 11.53 1.08 1290. 94. 1.32 .10 1.42 .00
6,84 .550 .86 11.54 1.11 128B. 9_. 1.36 .10 1.46 .00
WALL FLUID REYNOLDS PRANDTL Tbulk/ MUbul_/ NUSSELT STANTON
LOC. VEL. NjMBER NUMBER Twal I MUwa) 1 NUMBER NUMBER
X[in] [ft/s]
.14 191.9 .B546E+06 1.222 .658 1.81 .1160E Œ .1110E-02
.97 19b. 1 .BB3BE+06 1.220 .630 1.76 .109BE Œ .1019E-02
1.91 204.5 .941&E "@Œ 1.22S.615 1.66 .1096E  Œ .9479E-03
4.16 216.6 . I026E+07 1,204 .611 1.54 ,1145E "˜ .9273E-03
5, 02 227.7 . 1103E+07 1 •192 .606 1.44 • 1192E #Œ .9075E-03
6.10 236.9 .1166E+07 1. 183 .609 1.37 .1255E+04 .9103E-03
6,84 244.7 . 1217E %° „ 1.174 .605 1.23 .1283E • .=97BE-03
WALL FLUID FLUID ENTHALPY DYNAMIC THERMAL SPECIFIC DENSITY
LOC. TEMP. PRESS VISCOSITY CONDUCTIVITY HEAT
X[in) (F3 [psia] (Btu/lb] (]b/ft-s] [Btu/s-ft] [Btu/lb-R] (|b14t3]
.14 -59.1 4616.3 304.936 .2657E-04 .17566E-04 .B079 19.457
.97 -49.S 4605.5 312.5B4 .2569E-04 .17082E-04 .BIBS 19.035
1.91 -32.8 4585.8 326.757 .2412E-04 .16375E-04 .B33E 18.256
4.16 -10.5 4559.7 345.432 .2214E-04 .15483E-04 .B419 17.23B
5.02 8. I 4537.6 361.087 .2059E-04 .14631E-04 .B466 16.396
•, 10 22.6 4520.2 373.209 • 194BE-04 .13990E-04 .B495 15.756
, .84 34.0 4506.2 382.845 •IBbbE-04 .13506E-04 .B497 15.255
CALC. CtlECh's Wattmeter Oe - 9.65[kw) Sensible Os = 9.39[kw) I_rr = 2.70%
Meal. V - 6.895 (volts) Calc. V - 6.973 (volts] Verr - 1.131X
Meas. I =1399.6 (amps) Calc. | -138,_.9 Camps) |err R 1.12X
Meas. Tout - 35.7 (F) Calc. Tout Im 38.4 (F] Terr - 2.7 (F)
- .... J il
"1984020949-TSC0"I
:i! METHANE HEAT TRANSFER INVESTIGATION OF PO0_ _.,,_.,__..,
_: CASE m 5-1S-2C TIME _ 13:54:40 TUBE L 8 7,02 tin] • OF TC m 7
ie -14.45 tKWe] I 81810.3 tamps] V m 7.982 [volts] R 8 4.41 [mOh_s]
12; T u/i'-130.9 IF] T d/s" -42.0 IF] Pin m3914,0 tpsta] Pout m 3345.0 [psia]
_' T in m-133.1 iF3 Tout 8 -53,1 tF] H Sn- 241,4 H out 8 319•0 [Btu/lb]
_ Vol FI_ m 3,93 tBPM] Mass Flow m .1947tlbls] Mass Flu_ m 46.53[Ib/s-in21
WALL X/ID OUTER INTERF INNER FLUID ADIAB. FLUID HEAT h TRANSFER
t LOC. WALL WALL WALL BULK WALL T PRESS FLUX COEFFICIENT
_! X[tn] T[F] T[F] TtF] T[F] T[F] [plia] tStu/i-tn**2]
.14 1•9 87.1 81.0 77.6 -130,3 -127.9 3589.3 7,263 .35340E-01
,97 13.3 122.3 115.7 112,1 -122.7 -120.2 3561.2 7.705 .33174E-01
1.91 26.2 168.0 160.7 156.8 -108,9 -106.2 3509,7 8,276 .31475E-01
t 4.16 57.0 173.6 166.2 162.2 -91.1 -88.2 3441,2 8.347 ,33330E-01
: 5.02 68.8 233.2 224.8 220.5 -76,6 -73.5 3383.4 9,084 •30899E-01
_ 6.10 B3.6 257.9 249.1 244.6 -65,4 -62.0 3337,5 9,389 •30618E-01
6.84 93.7 282.5 273.3 268.7 -56.4 -53.0 3300,4 9,691 .30132E-01
WALL TUBE RESISTANCE VDLTASE CURRENT HEAT BEN, TOTAL HEAT
LOC. SEE DL CU MONEL CU MONEL CU MONEL Q GEN LOSS
X[in] tin] tmOhms/in] tvolt/in] tamps] tBtu/s-in] tBtu/s-ln]
.14 .555 .56 11.37 •97 1725. 85, 1.59 .08 1.67 .00
_ ,97 .885 °60 11.40 1,03 1720. 90. 1.68 •09 1,77 .00
_, 1.91 1.595 .65 11,42 1.11 1713. 97. 1.80 •10 1.90 •00
4.16 1.555 .65 11.43 1.12 1713. 98. 1.81 .10 1.91 .00
(- 92 .970 .71 11.46 1.21 1704. 106. 1.96 .12 2.08 •00
-_ %-.10 .910 .74 11.48 1.26 1701. 109, 2.02 •13 2.15 .00
6.84 .550 .76 11.49 1.30 1698. 113. 2.08 .14 2.2? .00
:M
_ WALL FLUID REYNOLDS PRANDTL Tbulk/ MUbulk/ NUSSELT STANTON
_+ LOC. VEL. NUMBER hUMBER Twall MUwall NUMBER NUMBER
..... X[in] t_tls]
.14 305.3 ,1254E 8Œ 1.317.613 2.14 ,1500E+04 .9084E-03
_, •97 311.0 .1311E 8Œ 1.297.590 2.19 01443E+04 .8486E-03
--- 1.91 322.3 .1354E ˆ 1.345•569 2.18 .1450E Œ •7959E-03
: 4.16 33B.9 •1483E @Œ 1.328•593 2.01 •1626E • •8261E-03
":," 5.02 354.6 •_598E Dˆ 1.335.5a3 1•89 •1602E Œ .7504E-03
6.10 368.4 .1696E @Œ.560 1.79 .1667E+04 •7303E-03
: 6.84 380.4 •1777E ˆ 1,356,554 1.71 •1707E+04 •7087E-03
WALL FLUID FLUID ENTHALPY DYNAMIC THERMAL SPECIFIC DENSITY
LOC. TEMP. PRESS VISCOSITY CONDUCTIVITY HEAT
X[in] tF] tpsta] tBtu/lb] tlb/4t-t] [Btutl-4t3 [Btu/lb-R] tlb/#t33
-- 14-130.3 3589.3 243,782 ,3250E-04 .20632E-04 .8362 21 947z_ • •
_" .97 -122.7 3561.2 250. 197 .3109E-04 .2013BE-04 .8403 21.543
_<-'_ 1 • 91 -108.9 3509.7 261. 994 . 3009E-04 .19016E-04 ,8499 20.786
_-i.J 4.16 -91.1 3441.2 277.450 ,2749E-04 .17953E-04 ,S672 19,767
"_ • _. 02 -76.6 3383.4 290.319 . 2550E-04 .16900E-04 .8850 18. 895
" 10 -65.4 3337.5 300.557 ,2404E-04 ,16091E-04 o9011 lB. 187
Y___-'(_ 84 -56.4 3300.4 308.737 ,2293E-04 .15461E-04 .9139 17.612
_ CALC. CHECK: Wattmeter Oe m14.45[k_] Slnlibll QS mlS._[k_] _srr 8 10.40%
-_,_ Meal. V - 7.950 [volts] Calc. V m 7._82 tvoltt] Vlrr m .400_
_; Meal. I 81017.5 [lmpl3 Clio. I mlBlO.3 Gimps] Ilrr m .40%
Meal. Tout m -45.2 IF] Cal_. Tout m -53.1 [F] T_r m 7.9 IF]
' ° '" ' ..... 1984020949-TSC02
METHANE HEAT TRANSFER INVESTIBATION
)
CASE - 5-18-3A TIME m 14=36:34 TUBE L " 7.00 [in] @ OF TC - 7
(_bse - B.05 [KNe] I m1515.3 [imps] V m 5.312 [volts] R m 3.51 [mOhm_]
T u/sm-112.9 IF] T d/sm -61.4 [F] Pin m4445.0 [pstt] Pout m 384?.0 [psia]
T in m-115.3 [F] Tout _ -6B.3 [F] N in- 257.5 N out m 300.5 [Btu/lb]
Vo! Flow m 4.00 [EPM] Miss Flow m ,1937[1b/s] flaSS F]u_ " 46,28[lb/s-in]]
WALL X/ID OUTER INTERF INNER FLUID ADIAB. FLUID NEAT h TRANSFER
LOC, WALL WALL WALL BULK WALL T PRESS FLUX COEFFICIENT
XEin] TCF] TCF] T[F] TEF] TCF] [_sta] [Btu/s-in*_2]
.14 1.9 S.B 2.3 .3 -113.5 -111.0 4118.9 4.415 .39661E-01
.97 13.3 16.6 13.0 11.0 -lOB.B -106.2 4092.4 4.512 .38500E-01
1.91 26.2 36.5 32.7 30.5 -100,7 -98.0 4044.7 4.692 .36501E-01
4.16 57.0 37.5 33.7 31.5 -90.2 -87.4 39B2.7 4.701 .3952BE-01
5.02 6B.B 62.4 58.3 56.0 -81,7 -7B.8 3931.9 4.925 .36522E-01
6.10 B3.6 70.B 66.6 64.3 -75.2 -72.2 3B93.0 5.001 .36627E-01
6.B4 93.7 e1.6 77.3 74.9 -70.2 -67.1 3862.7 5.097 .35BB2E-01
WALL TUBE RESISTANCE tq)LTABE CURRENT NEAT SEN. TOTAL HEAT
LOC. SEG DL CU MONEL CU MONEL CU MONEL Q SEN LOSS
X[in] [in] [mOhmslin] [vo]t/in] tamps] [Btu/s-in] [Btu/s-in]
.14 .555 .49 11.33 .71 1453. 62. .97 .04 1.01 .00
.97 .895 .50 11.33 .72 1452. 64. .99 .04 1.03 .00
1.91 1.595 .52 11.34 .75 1449. 66. 1.03 .05 1.0B .00
4.16 1.555 .52 11.34 ,75 1449. 66. 1.03 .05 1.08 .00
02 .970 .54 11.36 .79 1446. 69. 1.0S .05 1.13 .00
_.10 .910 .55 11.36 .SO 1445. 70. 1,09 .05 1.15 .00
6.B4 .530 .56 11.37 .B1 1444. 72. 1.11 .06 1.17 .00
WALL FLUID REYNOLDS PRANDTL Tbulk/ MUbulk/ NUSSELT STANTON
LOC. _L. NUMBER NUMBER Twill MUwill NUMBER NUMBER
X[in] [4t/s]
.14 309.4 .1333E DŒ.753 1.43 .1682E+04 .1042E-02
.97 312.9 .1276E @Œ.746 1.56 .1699E ˆ .1008E-02
1.91 319.4 .1315E @Œ.733 1.63 .1623E ˆ .9503E-03
4.16 328.4 .136BE <Œ 1.294.752 1.58 .IBOSE Œ .101 E-02
5.02 336.2 .1422E @Œ 1.296.733 1.67 .1719E+04 .9333E-03
6.10 342.6 .1465E HŒ _.300.734 1.68 .1769E Œ .92BgE-03
6.84 347.8 .1501E $ˆ.729 1.69 .1765E+04 .9043E-03
WALL FLUID FLUID ENTHALPY DYNAMIC THERMAL SPECIFIC DENSITY
LOC. TEMP. PRESS VISCOSITY CONDUCTIVITY HEAT
X[tn] [F] [psti] [Btu/lb] [lb/4t-I] [Btu/s-ft] [Btu/lb-R] [Ib/_t3]
.14 -113.5 4118.9 258.985 .3043E-04 ,20656E-04 .B225 21.543
.97 -IOB.B 4092.4 262.B20 .3176E-04 .19845E-04 .B249 21.301
1.91 -100.7 4044.7 269.613 .30B4E-04 .19699E-04 .B299 20.S67
4.16 -90.2 3982.7 278.377 .2963E-04 .191BIE-04 .B37B 20.297
5.02 -81.7 3931.9 285.543 .2952E-04 .18612E-04 .B455 19. B23
• 10 -75.2 3893.0 291.068 .2767E-04 .IBI40E-04 .B520 19.454
_4 -70.2 3862.7 29_.366 .2702E-04 .17BO6E-04 .B573 19.165
CALC. CHECK: Wattmeter De m e.O_[kw] Sensible Os • 8.79[kw] Derr m 9.16%
Meas. V • 5.239 [volts] Celt. _ • 5.312 [volts] Verr a 1.392_
Meas. I m1536.5 lamps] Calc. | m1515.3 [imps] •err • 1.38%
Meas. Tout m -64.2 [F] Calc. Tout • -6B.3 IF] Terr m 4.1 [F]
-(_-,
" ORIGINAL p,; ..... ",
_:,),_ METHANE HEAT TRANSFER INVESTIGATION OF POOR QUAL{T_
/ CASE - 5-18-3A TIME " 14:36:42 TUBE L _ 7.02 tin] # OF TC - 7
_bse - B. OB [KNe] Z -1513.7 tamps] V - 5.334 [vo]ti] R = 3.5= tmDhms_
_; T u/s--113.1 IF] T d/_'- -61.4 [F] Pin =4439.0 tpsia3 Pout - 3848.0 tpsia]
T in =-115.4 (F] Tout = -68.3 [F] H in- 257.3 H out = 300.5 tBtu/lb)
_ Vol Flow = 3.99 [GPM] Mass Flow = .1934rib/s) Mass Flu): = 46.21lib/s-in2]
NALL X/ID OUTER ;NTERF INNER FLUID ADIAB. FLUID HEAT h TRANSFER
LOC. WALL WALL MALL BULK WALL T PRESS FLUX COEFFICIENT
X[in] TtF] T[F] TtF] TtF] TIF_ [psia] (Btu/s-in**2]
.14 1.9 6.1 2.6 .6 -113.7 -111.2 4113.9 4.409 .39427E-01
.97 13.3 17.5 13.9 ll.B -I09.0 -106.4 4087.5 4.511 .3B135E-01
1.91 26.2 37.1 33.3 31.1 -100.9 -98.2 4039.9 4.69B .36246E-01
4.16 57.0 38.5 34.7 32.5 -90.4 -87.& 397B.2 4.701 .39137E-01
5.02 6B.B 64.0 59.9 57.6 -81.9 -79.0 3927.4 4.929 .36085E-01
_: 6. I0 83.6 72.8 6B.6 66.3 -75.4 -72.4 3888.7 5.008 .36120E-01
-_ 6.84 93.7 83.1 78.8 76.4 -70.2 -67.2 3858.1 5.100 .35515E-01
©
_ WALL TUBE RESISTANCE VOLTAGE CURRENT HEAT SEN. TOTAL HEAT
LOC. SEG DL CU MONEL CU MONEL CU MONEL O SEN LOSS
X[in] [In] [mOhms/in] [volt/in] lamps] [Btu/s-ln] [Btu/i-in]
.14 .555 .49 11.33 .70 1451. 62. .97 .04 1.01 .00
.97 .B85 .50 11.33 .72 1450. 64. .99 .04 1.03 .00
1 91 1.595 .52 11.34 .75 1448. 66. 1.03 .05 1 08 O0
_"5, • • •
4.16 1.555 .52 11.34 .75 1447. 66. 1.03 .05 1.08 .00
_ ( 02 .970 .55 11.36 .79 1444. 69. 1.0B .05 1.13 .00
_.10 .910 .55 11.37 .80 1443. 70. 1.10 .05 1.15 .00
=_ 6.84 .550 .57 11.37 .82 1442. 72. 1.11 .06 1.17 .00
MALL FLUID REYNOLDS PRANDTL Tbulk/ MUbulk/ NUSSELT STANTON
_/ LOC. VEL. NUMBER NUMBER Twill MUwal) NUMBER NUMBER
X[in] [ftts]
.14 308.8 .1328E 8Œ 1.213.752 1.44 .1672E  ˆ .1037E-02
.97 312.3 .1274E (ˆ 1.321.744 1.57 .1683E+04 .1000E-02
1.91 31S.8 .1312E @ˆ 1.300.731 1.64 .1611E Œ .9450E-03
4.16 327.8 .1366E 8Œ 1.292.750 1.59 .17B4E Œ . 011E-02
-r_ 5.02 335.6 .1420E 8Œ 1.295.730 1.6B .1697E+04 .9233E-03
6.10 342.0 .1463E 4ˆ 1.299.731 1.69 .1743E Œ .9173E-03
6.84 347.3 .1499E <Œ 1.302.727 1.70 .1749E %• .BSb E-03
MALL FLUID FLUID ENTHALPY DYNAMIC THERMAL SPECIFIC DENSITY
LOC. TEMP. PRESS VISCOSITY CONDUCTIVITY HEAT
X[in] (F] [psia] (Btu/lb] [lb/4t-s] (Btu/s-4t] [Btu/lb-R] [lb/4t3]
.14 -113.7 4113.9 258.815 .304BE-04 .20662E-04 .8226 21.548
.97 -109.0 40B7.5 262.653 .3179E-04 .19BSIE-04 .B250 21,306
.... 1.91 -100.9 4039.9 269.452 ,3086E-04 .19706E-04 .B300 20.872
___ 4.16 -90.4 397B.2 278.226 o2963E-04 ,19214E-04 .B3B1 20.301
_;,_ 5.02 -B1.9 3927.4 285.406 .2852E-04 .IB622E-04 .S457 19.826
' " 10 -75.4 38BB.7 290.946 .2767E-04 .18149E-04 ,B521 19.456
_ L 84 -70.2 3BSB. l 295.316 ,2700E-04 .17792E-04 ,B576 19,162
_" CALC. CHECK: Wattmeter GI m B.OBtkN3 Sensible OS = B.B1[kw] Otrr - 9.10%
_ Meas. V = 5.301 [volts] Clio. V m 5.334 [volts] Vlrr = .629%
---_ Mils. I m1523.3 tamps3 Calc. | =1513.7 Gimps] llrr m ,63_
1 Mess. Tout = -64.2 iF) CliO. Tout B -6B.3 [F] Tort n 4.1 iF)
1984020949-TSC04
"_:_ METHANE HEAT TRANSFER INVESTIGATION _1:; ;, :,
;i',, CASE m 5-18-3B TIME = 14:3B:16 TUBE L = 7.00 [in3 I OF TC = 7
...._ se -13.1B [KWe) I -1767.3 Camps) V - 7.455 Iv.Its) R - 4.22 [mOhms]
!: T uls=-109.S IF) T d/s= -30.3 IF) Pin =4380.0 [prim] Pout = 3746.0 [ptia]
_ri_ T in =-112.2 IF) Tout m -37.3 IF) H in= 259.9 H out = 327.4 [Btu/lb]
_F
r#-_
_ Vol Flow = 4.05 [GPM] Mass Flow = .1946lib/s] Matt Flux = 46.4B[lb/s-in2]
_ WALL X/ID OUTER |NTERF INNER FLUID ADIAB. FLUID HEAT h TRANSFER
_; LOC. WALL WALL MALL BULK MALL T PRESS FLUX COEFFICIENT
tl' '
, X[in] T[F3 T[F3 T[F3 T[F] T[F] [plia] [Btu/s-in**2]
_: .14 1.9 79.0 73.3 70.1 -109.5 -106.9 4046.7 6.837 .38622E-01
,:_ .97 13.3 102.7 96.7 93.3 -102.3 -99.7 401B.2 7.122 .369C)1E-C)1
1.91 26.2 146.7 140.0 136.4 -89.4 -86.6 3966.0 7.648 .34304E-01
:_! 4.16 57.0 141.7 135.1 131 5 -72.7 -69.7 3897.2 7.590 .37727E-01
:: 5.02 68.8 195.6 188.2 184.3 -59.2 -55.9 3839.6 8.230 .34269E-01
:" 6.10 B3.6 219.5 211.7 207.6 -48.5 -45.1 3794.3 8.513 .336B6E-01
_!: 6.84 93.7 2:_.7 228.6 224.5 -40.3 -36.7 375B.4 B. 716 .33375E-01
o_
o_ W_LL TUBE RESISTANCE VOLTAGE CURRENT HEAT SEN. TOTAL HEAT
q_ LOG. SEG DL CU MONEL CU MONEL CU MONEL Q SEN LOSS
X[in] gtn] [mOhms/in] Iv.It/In) lamps) [Bruit-in) [Btu/t-in]
.14 .555 .56 11.37 .94 16B5. 82. 1.49 .07 1.57 .00
.97 .BB5 .58 11.38 .98 16B2. B6. 1.55 .OB 1.63 .00
_ 1.91 1.595 .63 11.41 1.05 167b. 92. 1.&e .09 1.75 .00
o_ 4.16 1.555 .62 11.41 1.04 1676. 91. 1.65 .09 1.74 .00
_ ( 92 .970 .68 11.44 1.13 1bag. 98. 1.78 .11 1.B9 .00?_ _.I0 .910 .70 11.45 1.17 1666. 102. 1.84 .11 1.95 .00
a. e4 .530 .72 11.47 1.19 1663. 104. 1.88 .12 2.00 .OC)
_ MALL FLUID REYNOLDS PRANDTL Tbulk/ MUbulk/ NUSSELT 8TANTDN
LOC. VEL. NUMBER NUMBER Twall MU_all NUMBER NUMBER
X[in] [4t/s]
_ .14 314.3 .1279E+07 1.325 .661 1.93 .1703E Œ .1005E-02
_ .97 319.9 .1312E <Œ 1o304.646 1.99 .1637E  • .9561E-03
1._1 330.7 .1381E 8ˆ 1.294.621 2.01 .1573E Œ .8795E-03
4.16 346.2 .14B4E "(Œ 1.301,655 1.BB .1837E • .9512E-03
_if 5.02 360.4 .1578E • 1.305.622 [.SO .1753E+04 .S511E-03
£" b. lO 372.6 .1657E <Œ 1.307.616 1.75 .1792E Œ .8276E-03
_,_ _.84 382.9 .1724E $8Œ 1.307.613 1.67 .IB32E Œ .8134E-03
MALL FLUID FLUID F.NTH4_.PY DYNAMIC THERMAL SPECIFIC DENSITY
LOC. TEMP. PRESS V|SCOSITY CONDUCTIVITY HEAT
X[_n] IF) [ptta] [Btu/lb3 [lb/_t-s] [Btu/s-_t] [Btu/lb-R] [lb/_t3]
i .14 -109.5 4046.7 262.176 .3184E-04 .19862E-04 .8265 21.295
--S .97 -102.3 4018.2 268.150 .3103E-04 .19750E-04 .B303 20.925
_ 1._1 -B9.4 3_66.0 279.04B .2_48E-04 .1910BE-04 .S391 20.241
4.16 -72.7 3B77.2 293.201 .2744E-04 .17989E-04 .B533 19.333
_ 5.02 -59.2 3839.6 304.875 .25SIS-04 .17129E-04 .B6_2 18.573
" 10 -48.5 3794.3 314.121 .2457E-04 .16464E-04 .8757 17._67
_ 84 -40.3 3758.4 321 • 436 • 2362E-04 • 15959E-04 . BS27 17. 483
_ CALC. CHECK: Mattmeter _e ml3.1O(k_] Bonslble Os m13.O4[k_] Gerr m 5.06%
_ Meas. V = 7.453 [volts) Calc. V = 7.455 [volts] Verr = .031_
Meas. I m1767.9 lamps) Calc. | a1767.3 lamps] |err m .03%t. T_ut m -33.6 IF] l . Tout m-37.3 IF) Tort 3. b [F) J
.... 1984020949-TS005
: HETHRNE HEAT TRANSFER INVESTIGATION OF POOR _Ut_LIj_
CASE _ 5-1B-3C TIME _ 14:39:19 TUBE L s 7,02 [in] # OF TC - 7
¢4S (_abSe m16.37 [KWe] Z mlB63.4 lamps] V m B.TBB [volts] R - 4.72 [mDhms3
T u/s--109.7 [F] T d/s- -13.6 [F] Pin m4299.0 [psia] Pout a 3631.0 [psia]
T in --1|2.2 IF] Tout m -21.0 [F3 H ln_ 259,8 H out m 342.5 [Btu/lb]
_ Vol Flow _ 4.09 [8PM3 Miss Flow m .195911b/s] Miss Flu_ m 46.8011b/s-in23
MALL X/;D OUTER ZNTERF |NNER FLUID RDIRS. FLUID HEAT h TRANSFER
LOC. MALL MALL MALL BULK MALL T PRESS FLUX COEFFICIENT
X[in] T[F] T[F] T[F] T[F] T[F] [psia] [Btu/s-in*e2]
.14 1.9 120.0 113.0 109.3 -t09.0 -106.3 3959.8 B. 116 .37653E-01
.97 13.3 153.9 146.4 142.4 -100.5 -97.8 3930.0 8.564 .35667E-01
1,91 26.2 217.3 208.7 204.3 -84.9 -82.0 3874.8 9.396 .3282BE-01
4.16 57.0 211.3 2C2.B 198.4 -64.8 -61.6 3801.0 9.320 .35849E-01
5.02 68.B 289.9 280.1 275.1 -48.4 -44.9 3738.2 10.342 .32316E-01
6.10 B3.6 329.9 319.4 314.2 -35.4 -31.6 3687.7 10.857 .31400E-01
6.84 93.7 361.B 350.B 345.3 -25.0 -20.9 3646.6 11.266 .30763E-01
MALL TUBE RESISTANCE VOLTRBE CURRENT HEAT BEN. TOTAL HEAT
LOC. SEG DL CU MONEL CU MONEL CU MONEL Q BEN LOSS
X[tn] [_n] [mOhms/tn] [volt/in3 [amps] [Btu/s-in] [Btu/s-in]
.14 .555 .60 11.39 1.05 1771. 92. 1.77 .09 1.86 .00
.97 .BB5 .63 11.41 1.11 1766. 97. I.B6 .10 1.96 .00
1.91 1.595 °69 11.45 1.22 1757. 107. 2.03 .12 2.15 .00
4.16 1.555 .69 11.45 1.21 1758. 106. 2.02 .12 2.14 .00
02 .97G .77 11.50 1.34 1747. 117. 2.22 .15 2.37 .00• 10 . 10 .81 . 2 .41 1. 22. .33 . 6 .49 .
6.84 .550 .84 11.54 1.46 1737. 127. 2.41 .18 2.58 .00
WALL FLUID REYNOLDS PRANDTL Tbulk/ MUbulkl NUSSELT STANTON
LOC. VEL. NUMBER NUMBER TNall MUwall NUMBER NUMBER
X[in] [4t/s]
.14 318.0 .1296E  @• 1.32B.617 2.10 .166BE+04 .9695E-03
.97 324.7 .1342E @• 1.305.597 2.09 .159BE+04 .912SE-03
1.91 33S.3 .1433E <• 1.298.565 2.01 .1541E "   .B 87E-03
4.16 358.2 .1566E @• 1.307.600 1.84 .1812E Œ .BS57E-03
5.02 377.1 .1688E • 1,310.560 1.73 .1735E # • ,TB41E-03
6. I0 393.9 .1795E $Œ.54S 1.64 .1771E Œ .752SE-03
6.84 408.7 .1887E <Œ 1.304.540 1.54 .IBO2E • .7319E-03
MALL FLU!D FLUID ENTHALPY DYNAMIC THERMAL OPEC ! FI C DENSITY
LOC. TEMP. PRESS VISCOSITY CONDUCTIVITY HEAT
X[in2 [F] [psia] [Btu/lb2 [lb/_t-s] [Btuls-ft] [Btu/lb-R] [lb/ft3]
,14 -109.0 3_r59.O 262.452 .3165E-04 .19770E-04 .B29S 21. 197
.97 -100.5 3930.0 269.54B .3056E-04 .19549E-04 oB348 20.757
1.91 -84.9 3874,B 282.743 .2861E-04 . IBbSDE-04 .8464 19.925
4.16 -b4.B 3801.0 299.961 .2619E-04 .17332E-04 ,864B 18.818
5.02 -48.4 3738.2 314.381 .2428E-04 .16320E-04 .8S06 17.874
• " 10 -35.4 36S7.7 326.029 . 2284E-04 • 15527E-04 . BDl I 17. 109
_ B4 -25.0 3646.6 335.433 .2173E-04 .14756E-04 .8980 16.4914
--1
CALC. CHECK: Nattmeter De m16.37[kN] Sensible Gs 817,0S[kw] Oerr m 4.147,
Meas. V = 0.777 [volts3 Calc. V o 0.788 [volts3 Verr R .117_
Meam. | mlBbS,& [mmpm] Celt. | o1863.4 lamps] |err m .12%




" METHANE HEAT TRANSFER INVESTIGATION -
? CASE - 5-1B-4A TIME - 15:3S:00 TUBE L " 7,02 [in] • OF TC - 7
'(0i:ii' _ss -14.13 EKWe] I -1B64.6 tamps] V - 7.575 [volts] R - 4.06 [mDhms_
T u/s--J13.3 [F] T d/s- -37.6 [F] Pin -4500.0 [psiI] Pout - 3692.0 [pkiI]
,. T in u-116.3 [F] To.t - -45.0 [F] H in- 256.5 H out - 320.4 [Etu/lb]
o;
_i_ Vol FI_ u 4.53 [GPH] MIss Flow - .2199116/s] Miss Flux - 52.53116/s-ln2]
_" MALL X/|D OUTER ;NTERF INNER FLUZD ADIAB. FLUZD HEAT h TRANSFER
_ LOC. MALL MALL MALL BULK WALL T PRESS FLUX COEFF|CZENT
_; X[tn3 T[F] T[F) T[F3 T[F] T[F3 [pstl] [Dtu/s-tnem2]
_t_ .14 1.9 72.4 66.2 62.B -113.7 -110.5 4082.1 7.492 .43241E-01
_i_ .97 13.3 91.5 B_.O 01.4 -106.B -103.4 4047.1 7.747 .41922E-01
i_i_ 1.91 26.2 124.4 117.4 113.5 -94.3 -90.S 3982.7 8.1B4 .40053E-01
" 4.16 57.0 111.9 105.1 101.3 -78.6 -74.B 3S98.0 8.020 .4_3BE-01
!ii 5.02 68.8 172.8 165.0 160.8 -65.8 -61.7 3827.1 8.824 .39657E-01
6.10 B3.6 190.6 1B2.5 178.2 -5_.7 -_1.4 3771.5 9.060 .39455E-01
6. B4 _3.7 197.4 189.1 184.8 -47.9 -43.5 3727.0 9.149 .40OBOE-01
?
MALL TUBE RESISTANCE VOLTASE CURRENT HEAT BEN. TOTAL HEAT
:_ LOC. SEG DL CU MONEL CU MONEL CU MONEL Q BEN LOSSX[tn] [in] [mOhms/in] [volt/in] lamps] [Btu/s-tn] [Btu/s-_n]
.14 .555 °55 11.37 .97 1779. B6. 1.64 .OB 1.72 .00
,_,_. .97 .BB5 .57 11.38 1.01 1776. 08. 1.69 .08 1.78 .001.91 1.59_ 60 11.40 1.06 1771. 93. 1 78 .0_ I.BB 00
: _. 4.16 1.555 .59 11.39 1.04 1773. 91. 1.75 .09 1.B4 .00
i _ { 02 .970 .65 11.43 1.15 1764. 100. 1.91 .11 2.02 .00
i _ _.10 .910 .67 11.44 1.1B 1762. 103. 1.96 .11 2.0B .00
_ 6.04 .550 .67 11.44 1.19 1761. 104. 1._8 .12 2.10 .00
_ MALL FLUID REYNOLDS PRANDTL Tbulk/ MUbulk/ NUSSELT ETANTON
LOC. VEL. NUMBER NUMBER T_a 11 MLkl811 NUMBER NUMBERt
_. .14 351.4 .1509E+07 1.215 .662 1.SO .1B33E+04 .q994E-03
.97 357.4 .1460E+07 1.315 .6_2 1.97 ,IB52E+04 .9646E-03
:_ 1.91 369.0 .1530E+07 1.296 .638 2.00 .1SLOE+04 .9125E-03
i-_ 4.16 385.3 .1641E+07 1.297 .679 1.B_ .2172E+04 .1021E-02
!_ 5.02 400.3 .1743E+07 1.306 .6_ 1.E4 .1993E+04 .8754E-03
;_ 6.10 413.3 .1,3BE+07 1.312 .633 1.76 .2064E+04 .B602E-03
_ 6. B4 424.3 .1903E ˆ 1.314.639 1.71 .2165E+04 .8654E-03
i_ MALL FLUID FLUID ENTNALPY DYNAMIC THERMAL SPECIFIC DENSITY
i_: LOC. TEMP. PRESS VISCOSITY CONDUCT]V|TY HEAT
:_ X[tn] [F] EpsOm] [Btu/lb] [lb/_t-I] [Btu/s-_t] [Btu/lb-R] [lb/_t3]
_ 14 -113.7 40B2.1 258.723 .3049E-04 .20663E-_4 .B237 21.525
_-._ .q7 -106.B 4047.1 264.4BB .3152E-04 .19831E-04 .0274 21.163
:_ 1.91 -94.3 39B2.7 274.B6_ .300BE-04 .19390E-04 .B356 20.501
:_ 4.16 -7B.6 3BgB. O 2BB. IB7 .2BO4E-04 .IB36BE-04 .B494 19.630
'_' 5.02 -6S.B 3B27.1 299.170 .2640E-04 17434E-04 .B624 |S. B96
10 -55.7 3771.5 307.936 .2_14E-04 .16741E-04 .B732 18.30434 -47.9 3727.0 314.B72 .241B -04 ,16219 -04 . B17 17.B29
CALC. CHECK: Mattmster Ge -14.13[kw) lensible Gs m14.O2[k_] {Mrr o 4.B9_
Mils. V m 7.607 [volts] Calc. V - 7.575 [volts] Verr - .413X
Iq_ss. I -1856.9 [Imps3 Calc. I -1064.6 limps] lerr m .41g




METHANE HEAT TRANSFER INVESTIGATION OF PO0_ QUALI'I_
CASE = 5-1B-4B TIME = 15:39:27 TUBE L m 7.02 [in] # OF TC s 7
_abas =18.38 [KNe] I -200B.6 [amps] V = 9.148 [volts] R = 4,55 [mOhms]
T u/s=-l12.6 IF] T d/s" -19.2 IF] Pin =4443.0 [psia] Pout - 3569.0 [psia]
T in m-llS, B IF] Tout m -26.1 IF] H in- 256,9 H out = 336,6 [Btu/lb]
Vol Flow = 4.63 [GPM] Mass Flow o .2240[Ib/s] Mass Flux = 53.52lib s-in2]
MALL X/ID OUTER INTERF INNER FLUID ADI_. FLUID HEAT h TRANSFER
LOC. WALL WALL IALL BULK MALL T PRESS FLUX COEFFICIENT
X[in] T[F] T[F] T F] T[F] T[F3 [psia] [Btu/s-tn**2]
,14 l.q 122,6 114.6 110.2 -112.5 -109.2 4007.6 9.410 .42B94E-01
.97 13.3 149,8 141.3 136.6 -104.0 -100.4 3969.9 9.825 .41444E-01
1.91 26.2 198.2 188.7 183.7 -88.5 -B4.7 3899.6 10.559 .39340E-01
4,16 57.0 1BO.B 171.7 166.B -68.B -64.7 3806.0 10.299 .44498E-01
5.02 68.8 271.0 260.1 254.5 -52.8 -48.3 3726.2 11.658 .38496E-01
6.10 B3.6 303.3 291.8 285.9 -40.0 -35.2 3662.0 12.138 .37799E-01
6.84 93.7 319.5 307.7 301.7 -30.0 -24.8 3609.7 12.380 .37919E-01
MALL TUBE RESISTANCE VOLTABE CURRENT HEAT SEN. TOTAL HEAT
LOC. lEG DL CU MDNEL CU MONEL CU MONEL • SEN LOSS
X[in] tin] [mOhms/in] [volt/In] Gimps] [Btu/s-in] [Btu/s-in]
.14 .555 .59 11.40 1.13 1909. 99. 2.05 .11 2.16 .00
.97 .8B5 .62 11.41 1.1E 1905. 104. 2.14 ,12 2.25 .00
1.91 1.595 .67 II.44 1.27 1897. 111. 2.29 •13 2.42 .00
4.16 1.555 .65 11.43 1.24 1900. 109. 2.23 •13 2.36 .00
02 .970 .74 11.49 1.40 1886. 122. 2.51 .16 2.67 .00.I0 910 TB 51 ,46 1 7 61 •18 8 0
6.84 .550 ,79 11.52 1.49 1879. 130. 2.66 •IS 2.84 .00
MALL FLUID REYNOLDS PRANDTL Tbulk/ MUbulk/ NUSSELT STANTON
LOC. VEL. NUMBER NUMBER Twall MLk_all NUMBER NUMBER
X[in] [_t/s]
• 14 360.0 .1553E*07 1.210 .609 2.00 .1S22E Œ •9693E-03
.97 367.7 .150BE $Œ 1.311•597 2.12 •1841E Œ .9313E-03
1.91 382.9 .1611E*07 1.294 •577 2.01 •181BE • .8719E-03
4.16 405.0 .1762E 8Œ 1.304.624 1.B6 o2217E+04 .9648E-03
5.02 426.1 .1902E $4Œ 1.314•570 1.76 •2045E • .SIBSE-03
6.10 445.2 .2027E <Œ 1.315.563 1.67 .2112E • .7924E-03
6.84 461.8 .2133_  Œ 1.311.565 1.59 .2201E Œ .7871E-03
WALL FLUID FLUID ENTPLqLPY DYNAMIC THERMAL SPECIFIC DENSITY
LOC. TEMP. PRESS VISCOSITY CONDUCTIVITY HEAT
X[in] IF] [psia] [Btu/lb] [lbl4t-s] [Btu/s-_t] [Btu/lb-R] [lb/_tS]
• 14 -112.5 4007,6 259.547 .3019E-04 .20626E-04 .B26B 21,409
.97 -104.0 3969, 9 266. 692 .3110E-04 .19721E-04 .B315 20. 962
,; 1.91 -B8.5 3899.6 279.751 .2910E-04 .18956E-04 ,$431 20. 129
_ t 4.16 -68.8 3806.0 296.530 .2661E-04 .17584E-04 .S61B 19,0285.02 -52.8 3726.2 310.591 .2464E-04 .16487E-04 .S7SS IB.085
• 10 -40,0 3662.0 322.031 .2313E-04 .15670E-04 .B913 17.310
84 -30.0 3609.7 331. 169 .2198E-04 .15089E-04 .9001 16. 688
CALC. CHECK: Wattmeter De =lB.38[kw] Sensible Os =lS.BS[kw] Ilsrr m 2.59%
_ Meas. V m 9.168 [volts3 Cal©. V = 9.148 [volts] Verr m ,222_.
' Meas. I =2004.2 Camps] Calc, I 02008.6 [amps] Ierr m .22%
I1eas. Tout = -23.9 [F] Calc. Tout • -26.1 IF] lerr .. 2.2 IF]
1984020949-TSC08
_f
_,," METHANE HEAT TRANSFER INVESTIQATION
• !
CASE a 5-21-1A TIME _ 10:45:0B TUBE L s 7.02 [in] _ OF TC s 7
" r_bse B13.18 [KWe] | B18B6.4 GIMps] V m 6.9B4 [volts] R - 3,70 [mOhms]
T u/is-123.4 IF] T dis= -59.0 [F] Pin m442B,O [pstl] Pout R 3400,0 [psia]
_: T in _-127,6 [F] Tout B -72,3 [F] H in- 246,6 H out m 301,_ [Btullb]
.i
_J_*' Vol Flow m 5,31 [EPM] MISS Flow m ,2628[|b/s] MISs Flux - 62.79lib/s-in2]
i_'_ MALL X/ID OUTER INTERF INNER FLUID ADIAB. FLUID HEAT h TRANSFER
LDC. WALL MALL MALL BULK MALL T PRESS FLUX COEFFICIENT
, _ X[in] T[F] T[F] T[F3 T[F] T[F] [pitt] [Btuts-in**2]
,14 1,9 36.6 30.9 27,6 -125.5 -121,0 3843.9 7.169 .4B237E-01
.97 13.3 46.1 40,2 36.9 -120.0 -115.4 3797,7 7.299 .47939E-01
_ 1.91 26.2 70.4 64,1 60.6 -110.2 -105.5 3712.8 7.632 .45943E-01
i 4.16 57.0 62,3 56.2 _2,7 -gB.O -92.9 3601.5 7._22 ._lb7BE-01
; 5.02 6B,B 109.0 102,1 98.3 -8B.1 -B2.8 3508.7 8,158 45066E-01
6.10 83.b 120.7 113.6 109.7 -DO.5 -74.9 3436,7 8.319 .45068E-01
6.B4 93.7 131.4 124.1 120.1 -74.5 -68.B 3379,4 8.464 .44BO3E-01
i! MALL TUBE RESISTANCE VOLTAGE CURRENT HEAT GEN. TOTAL HEAT
LDC. BEG DL CU MDNEL CU MONEL CU MONEL G BEN LOSS
X[in] tin] [mOhmslin] [volt/in] lamps] [Btuls-ln] [Btu/s-in]
.14 .555 .51 11.34 .92 IB05. Bl. 1.57 .07 1.64 .00
'_ .97 .B85 .52 11.35 .94 1804. 82. 1.60 .07 1.67 .00
1.91 1.595 .54 11.36 .gB IBO0, 86. 1.67 .OB 1.75 .00
_ 4.16 1.555 .54 11.36 .96 1801. 85. 1.65 .08 1.73 .00
P_
!_: 02 .970 .58 11.39 1.05 1794. 92. 1.7B .09 I.B7 .00
.10 .910 .60 11.39 1.07 1793. 94. 1.81 .09 1.91 .00
!_ 6.B4 .550 .61 11.40 1.09 1791. 95. 1.84 .10 1.94 .00
;_ WALL FLUID REYNOLDS PRANDTL Tbulk/ MUbulk/ NUSSELT BTANTON
_ LOC. VEL. NUMBER NUMBER Twill MUwall NUMBER NUMBER
X[in] [4t/s]
.14 412.7 .1694E Œ 1.290.686 1.75 .2028E Œ ,9278E-03
i_ .97 418.6 .1759E 8Œ 1.270.bB4 1.76 .2051E+04 .91B2E-03
_ 1,91 429.7 .1905E @Œ 1.220.672 1,78 .2026E Œ .B716E-03
i_ 4.16 445,3 ,IB97E #,Œ 1,321,706 1.78 .2419E4<)4 .9654E-03
5.02 459.5 .200BE*07 1,323 .66b 1.91 .2201E • .8290E-03
_ 6.10 471.5 ,2101E 8ˆ 1.329.666 1.87 .2285E • .BIB2E-03
6. B4 4BI.7 .2179E 0ˆ 1.337.664 1.B4 .2342E_04 .BO40E-03
;: WALL FLUID FLUIu ENTH_LPY DYNAMIC THERMAL SPECIFIC DENSITY
LOC. TEMP. PRESS VISCOSITY CONDUCTIVITY HEAT
X[in] [F] [psza] [Btu/lb] [lb/ft-s3 [Btu/s-_t] tBtu/lb-R] [lb/_t3]
.14 -125.5 3043,9 248. 322 , 3246E-04 .20835E-04 .0280 21.90B
.97-120.0 3797.7 252.B79 .3127E-04 .20474E-04 o0315 21.603
• 1.91-110.2 3712. B 261.021 .2BBTE-04 .1986BE-04 .11395 21.044
:_ 4.16 -gB, 0 3601.5 271. 473 .2B99E-04 . 18711E-04 .B525 20.305
_: 5.02 -BB. 1 3508.7 280.074 .2740E-04 .17935E-04 .065B 19.679
_'_, _,_ )4 -74.5 3379, 4 292. 203 .2524E-04 • 16760E-04 .8875 lB. 772
_. CALC. CHECK: Wattmete_ De ml3. lB[k_] Sensible Os BlS.23[k_] ilerr - 15.577.
L L_ _aS " V = 6.918 [volts] Calc, V m 6.984 [volts] V_rr m .957;
i_] Meas. I =1904.4 Gimps] Calc. I -10B6.4 GIMps] Ilrr m .95X
_ Meas. Tout = -64.2 [F] Clio. Tout " -72.3 [F$ Tlrr _ O.I [F]
_,_,,.-._-_.-_-'-_*_'-_.-_-_-_:_'-,---'-:..:-: .... _-;,--.,,--_."_--_. _ - = =:,,,,..._J:..._--,,J--,L,_._*._...-,._,.J_,,:.P-;-_,_---_,_.-_- ...... _ ...... -.,,-,..-.L,_,..:_--_.,.-_._.---_.':_.::_-_-,.:_.___2_
1984020949-TSC09
,.,,, ORIGINAL Phi.;, ,_
. METHRNE HEAT TR&NBFER INVESTIGATION OF POOR QUt_LIT_z'
CASE = 5-21-16 TIME = 10:46:34 TUBE L = 7.00 [in] @ OF TC = 7
i"
(_lbse -19.73 [KWe] I m2077.9 [ampm] V - 9.492 [volts] R - 4.57 £mDhm_
_ T u/s--liT.5 IF] T dlsR -22.2 IF] Pin m4395.0 [pmLt] Pout s 3432.0 [psia]
T tn --121.2 IF] Tout _ -33.0 IF3 H tn- 252.1 H out - 334.2 [Btullb]
_: Vol Flo_ - 4.96 COPM] Miss F|{,_ - .2423[|b/s] Miss F|u_ - 57.89lib/s-in2]
ii_ WALL X/ID OUTER INTERF INNER FLUID ADIAB. FLUID HEAT h TRANSFER
ii_ LOC. WALL NALL WALL BULK NALL T PRESS FLUX COEFFICIENT
_i X[in] T[F) T[F) T[F) T[F] T[F] [pslI] [Btu/m-Ln**2]
, .14 1.9 124.0 115.4 110.7 -118.0 -114.1 3690.4 10.062 .44754E-01
?_ .97 13.3 150.B 141.7 136.8 -109.5 -10_.4 3647.2 10.498 .4_351E-01
:; 1.91 26.2 19B.9 IBB.B 183.5 -94.2 -89.9 3766.3 11.279 .41261E-01
:_ 4.16 57.0 165.4 175.6 170.4 -75.0 -70.2 3658.3 11.062 .45979E-01
i; 5.02 68.B 2B0.3 266.5 262.5 -59.3 -54.1 3566.1 12.565 .39754E-01
! 6.10 03.6 31B. 1 305.6 299.2 -46.6 -41.0 3491.5 13.164 .3S750E-01
_ 6.64 93.7 346.B 335.6 329.0 -36.7 -30.7 3431.3 13.670 .37999E-01
T
MALL TUBE RESISTANCE VDLTASE CURRENT HEAT SEN. TOTAL HEAT
_ LOC. BEG DL CU MONEL CU MONEL CU MONEL G BEN LOSS
_: X[in] [1hi [mOhms/Ln] [volt/in] Gimps] [Btu/s-ln] [Btu/s-tn]
!_ .14 .555 .59 11.40 1.17 1975. 103. 2.19 .11 2.31 .00
97 .BB5 62 11 41 1 22 1971 107. 2.28 12 2.41 OC)o_ • • . • • -- -
1.91 1.595 .67 II 44 1.31 1963. 115. 2.44 14 2.59 .00
4.16 1.555 .66 11.4_ 1.29 1965. 113. 2.40 .14 2.54 .00
' _2 .970 .75 11.49 1.47 1950. 128. 2.71 .IS 2.89 .00
! _.I0 .910 .79 11.51 1.54 1945. 133. 2.83 .19 3.02 .00
o_ 6.84 .530 .62 11.53 1.59 1940. 138. 2.93 .21 3.13 .00
"_ MALL FLUID REYNOLDS PRN_DTL Tbulk/ _Ubulkt NUSSELT ST_NTDN
_ LOC. VEL. NUPIBER NUMBER T_all l'K_a|l NUMBER NUHBER
_* X[in] [_t/s]
: .14 386.4 .1626E <Œ.599 2.09 o1905E ” .9324E-03
_i .97 394.6 .1619E+07 1.332 .587 2.16 .1936E+04 .8979E-03
:_ 1.91 410.9 .1737E 8ˆ.SbB 2.05 .1912E Œ .0424E-03
4.16 435.1 .190BE <Œ.611 I.EP_ .2298E+04 .9159E-03
°_ 5.02 4S8.3 .2070E L327 .555 1.78 .2126E • .7741E-03
_!,_. 6.10 479.4 .2214E Œ.544 1.66 .2190E Œ .7419E-03
6.84 497.9 .2336E+07 1 336 .536 1.59 .2244E • .7169E-03
_ m
_ MALL FLUID FLUID ENTHALPY DYN_HIC THERMAL SPECIFIC DENSITY
• LOC. TEMP. PRESS VISCOSITY CONDUCTIVITY HEAT
_ X[in] IF] [pmia] [Btu/lb] [lbl_t-s] [IRu/s-_t] [Btuflb-R] [lb/_t3]
_ .14 -110.0 3890.4 254.746 .3115E-04 .20561E-04 .0290 21.578
_ .97 -109.5 3847.2 261.B03 .31321E-04 .19616E-04 .0339 21.128
,;;. 1.91 --94.2 3766.3 274.679 .2_19E-04 .I6904E-04 .0460 20.267
_ _ 4.16 -75.0 3658.3 291.379 .2657E-04 .17525E-04 .6671 19. 159
_-_ 5.02 -59 3 3566.1 305.335 2450E-04 16379E-04 .0870 18.192
_ _' 10 .'46.6 3491.5 316.7BI .2291E-04 .15500E-04 .9022 17.389
_  ° _.84 -36.7 3431.3 325.879 .2171E-04 .14634E-04 .9130 16.745
_ C._J.C. CHECK: Ms[tilter _e _19.73[k_] lienslble GI o20._B[k_] Gear _ 6.37%
_ Me_s. V _ 9.379 [volts] Calc. V m 9.492 [volts] Verr _ 1.212_
_:i Mma_. I m2103.2 limps] Clio. I o2'077.9 temps] Ierr _ 1.20%
_ Meas Tout - -27.6 IF] [ale. Tout m -33.0 IF] Terr m 5.4 IF]
i
' ......... " ° ° 19-0 0949842TSCIO
i
o ,
:_; METHANE HEAT TRANSFER |NVESTIGA1 ION 0i: |_,: '. ........
_ CASE " 5-21-1C TIME s 10:42:47 TUBE L m 7.02 [in] e OF TC - 7
(_eJ_le a 5.25 [KWI] I m1217.4 lamps] V - 4.312 [volts] R _ 3.54 [mOhms]
: T utsm -65.0 IF] T dllm -26.4 IF3 Pin =4509.0 [psia] Pout m 3_37.0 [psta]
T in - -67.2 [F] Taut o -33.3 IF3 H tnm 27B. 1 H out e 33C).9 [Btu/lb]
Vol Flow m 3.92 [GPM] Mass Flow m .1714[1b/s] Mass Flu): m 40.95lib/s-in2]
' MALL X/ID OUTER INTERF INNER FLUID ADIAB. FLUID HEAT h TRANSFER
' LOC. _ALL NRLL WALL BULb: WALL T PRESS FLUX COEFFICIENT ,
XCin] T[F] T[F3 TCF3 T£F) TCF] [psia] [Btuts-in*e2]
.14 1.9 23.4 21.0 19.6 -65.9 -63.5 4225.1 2.980 .35846E-01
' .97 13.3 27.2 24.8 23.4 -62.5 -60.0 4202.5 3.003 .35999E-01
1.qi 26.2 37.6 35.1 33.7 -56.5 -54.0 4161.9 3.064 .349_5E-01
4.16 57.0 37.1 34.6 33.2 -49.0 -46.4 4109.4 3.061 .38477E-01
5.02 6S.S 54.1 _1.5 50.0 -42.9 -40.2 4066.5 3.161 .35041£-01
6.10 B3.6 57.9 55.3 53.S -3S.3 -35.5 4033.9 3.184 .35659E-01
6. S4 93.7 65.2 62.5 61.0 -_4.7 -31.9 400B.3 3.227 .34751E-01
3"
_ALL TUBE RESISTANCE VDLTAGE CURRENT HEAT SEN. TOTAL HEAT
LOC. BEG DL CU MONEL CU MONEL CU MONEL O GEN LOSS
X[i_] [i_] [mOhms/in] [volt/in] lamps] [Btu/s-in] [Btu/s-in]
-% .14 .555 .51 11.34 .59 1165. 52. .65 .03 .68 .00
.97 .BB5 .51 11.34 .60 1165. 53. .66 .03 .69 .00
1.91 1.595 .52 11.34 .61 1164. 54. .67 .03 .70 .00
:_ 4.1_ 1.555 .52 11.34 .61 1164. 54. .67 .03 .70 .00
( 02 .970 .54 11.35 .63 1162. 55. .69 .03 .72 .00
_.10 .qlO .54 11.36 .63 1162. 56. .70 .03 .73 .00
:-'. 6.84 .550 .55 11.36 .64 1161. 56. .71 .03 .74 .00
WALL FLUID REYNOLDS PRN_DTL Tbulk/ MUbulk/ NUSSELT STANTDN
"- LOC. tEL. NUMBER NUMBER Tmall MUwall NUMBER NUMBER
X[in] [4t/s]
._4 304.4 .1317E+07 1.271 .S22 1.38 .1747E+04 .1044E-02
.97 307.4 .1334E+07 1.274 .S22 1.39 .1776E+04 .1045E-02
1.91 312.9 .1363E+07 1.279 .B17 1.41 .1755E+04 .1007E-02
4.16 320.3 .1401E+07 1.2S_ .S33 1.37 .1975E Œ .1100E-02
o
_.02 326.6 .1433E <ˆ 1.2£2.818 1.42 .lO27E+04 .9945E-03
6.10 331.6 .1457E_07 1.2tB7 .821 1.41 .1BOSE #Œ .1007E-02
6.84 335.7 .1477E+07 1.281 .B16 1.43 .1B51E $• .qTBIE-03
WALL FLUID FLUID ENTHALPY DYN_bMIC THERMAL SPECIFIC DENSITY
LOC. TEMP. PRESS VISCOSITY CONDUCTIVITY HEAT
X[in] (F] [psla] [Btu/lb] [Ibl_t-B] [Btulm-_t] [Btu/lb-R] [lb/#t3]
.14 -65.9 4225.1 299.207 .2724E-04 .17969E-04 .83B4 19.372
.97 -62.5 4202.5 302. 120 .2690E-04 .17757E-04 .8411 19.184
- 1.91 --56.5 4161.9 307.160 .2633E-04 .17436E-04 .8470 18.847
_ 4.16 -49.0 4109.4 313.611 .2561E-04 .17068E-04 .0544 1B.411
_J _.02 -42.9 4066.5 310.047 .2504E-04 .16BOLE-04 .0604 18.054
_- ' " 10 -3B. 3 4033.9 322.834 .2462E-04 .16535E-04 .8644 17. 782
_: (_ 84 -34.7 4008.3 325.g_9 .2429E-04 .16447E-04 .0676 17.567
_3
_' CALC. CHECK: Idltt_eter (ice _ 5.25[k_] Sensible Ds • 5.93[k_] Oerr • 12._6%
_, Mess. V • 4.142 [volt_] Cal¢. ¥ _ 4.312 traits2 Verr • 4.098%
_:i Meas. I =1267.4 limps2 C61¢. | m1217.4 lamps] |err • 3.94%
Meas. Tout • -29.0 [F) Calc. TOUt •-33.3 IF) Terr • 4.3 IF)
........ ........ °H :° ' " " - " ° ' " °" 1°984020949-TSC1°" '
:_ METHANE HEAT TRANSFER INVESTIGATION _F PO0_ _". -!-I_
CASE " 5-21-2A TIME a 11:24:51 TUBE L " 7.02 [in] # DF TC - 7
f
, _bue -13.03 [KHe] I m1B94.1 limps] V = 6.869 [v_ltu] h - 3.62 [mOhms]
_ T u/s--125.1 IF] T d/us -65.3 IF] Pin m4_98.0 [plil] Paul - 3244.0 [psil]
T In B-129.2 IF] Tout m -73.5 IF] H in- 245.3 H out - 296.0 [Btu/lb]
iI: Vol FIoN m 5021 [BPM3 Mass Flow B .2585[1b/u] Mall Flu_ m 61.76£Ib/m-tn2]|1
;: M_LL X/ID OUTER INTERF INNER FLUID ted)lAB. FLUID HEAT h TRANSFER
_ LOC. _ALL MALL MALL BULK MALL T PRESS FLUX COEFFICIENT
_ X[in] T[F] T[F] T[F3 T[F] T[F] [pull] [8tu/s-inee2]
: .14 1.9 _6.8 21.2 17.9 -127.0 -122.7 3833.9 7. 103 .50506E-01
_ ; 97 13.3 36.1 30.3 27.0 -121.4 -117.0 3789.0 7.232 .50207E-01
1 91 26.2 S8._ 52.8 49.3 -111 6 -107.1 3706.9 7.548 48269E-01
_ 4.16 57.0 _100 45.0 41.6 -99.3 -94.4 3599.2 7.440 .547208-01
i.... _.02 68.8 95.B 89.0 85.3 -89.4 -84.2 3509.6 8.058 .47531E-01
! i_ 6.10 83.6 105.9 99.0 95.1 -81.7 -76.3 3440.1 8.198 .47807E-01
_ ' 6.84 93.7 11B.0 110.9 106.9 -75.7 -70.2 3384.8 8.364 .472158-01
,_ MALL TUBE RESISTANCE VDLTAUE CURRENT HEAT BEN. TOTAL HEAT
LOC. SEG DL CU HONEL CU MONEL CU HONEL Q 6EN LOSS
_ X[tn] [in) [mOhmu/in] Iv, It/in] Camps] [Btu/u-in] [Btu/u-in]
.14 .555 .50 11.34 ._1 1816. 80. 1.56 .07 1.63 .00
' .97 .885 .51 11.34 .92 1815. Bl. 1.59 .07 1.66 .00
_ 1.91 1.595 .53 11.36 .96 1811. 85. 1.65 .08 1.73 .00
_* 4.16 1.555 052 11.35 .gfl 1812. 84. 1.63 .OB 1.71 o00
_ { 32 .970 .57 11.38 1.03 1806. 90. 1.76 .09 1.85 .00
_ _.10 .910 .58 11.39 1.05 1804. 92. 1.79 .09 1.8B .00
6.84 .550 .59 11.39 1.07 1802. 94. 1.82 .09 1.92 .00
%
_. MALL FLUID REYNOLDS PRANDTL TbuIk/ RU_ulk/ NUSSELT STANTON
_ LOC. VEL. NUMBER NUMBER T_all MUxlll NUMBER NUMBER
.14 404.8 .16558 DŒ.697 1.70 .21188+04 .98758-03
.97 410.5 .17158_07 1o277 .695 1.72 .2143E Œ .97808-03
;_ 1.91 421.3 . 18_2E Œ.6494 1.74 .2124E "Œ .9314E-03
4.16 436.6 .18568 @Œ.719 1.73 .2553E+04 .1040E-02• 5.02 450.4 .1964E .680 1.87 .23108  • 08900E-03
_ 6.10 462.1 .2054E @Œ.681 1.84 .2414E ˆ .88408-03
.... 6.84 471.9 o21308 • _.336.678 1.82 024578 Œ .8633E-03
, _
MALL FLUID FLUID ENTHALPY DYNAMIC THERMAL SPECIFIC DENSITYLOC. TEMP. PRESS VISCOSITY CONDUCTIVITY HEAT
;j X[tn] IF3 [pull] ¢Btu/lb] [lb/_t-lS] [Btu/u-_t] [8tu/lb-R] [lb/ft3]
.14 -127.0 3833.9 247.026 .3269E-04 .20894E-04 .8281 21.974
,_ .97-121.4 3789.0 251.620 .3154E-04 .205278-04 o8311 21.668
:_ 1.91 -111.6 3706.9 259.809 •2921E-04 .199128-04 .B391 21.110
_ 4.16 -99.3 3599.2 270.318 •29158-04 .187798-04 .0518 20.372
,_ 5.02 -89.4 3509.6 278.961 .2_68-04 .180228-04 •0646 1_.748
_ " 10 -81.7 3440.1 28_.756 .26348-04 •173478-04 .8755 1_.249
_ _ 84 -75.7 3384.8 291. 121 •2_408-04 .16831E-04 •8854 18.847
-_ CALC. CHECK: Nattm_ter O, m13.03[k_] Sensible _u m13.O4[kw] _orr m 6.25%
Meat. V m 6.783 [volts3 Ca1©. V m 6._69 [volts3 Verr • 1.274%
%1 Meau. ] 01920.2 [Ill,Oil _lC. I m1896.1 [lips] Iorr t 1.26%
Meau. Tout e -?0.3 IF] Cllc Tout n -73.5 [F] Tort J 3.2 IF]
METHANE HEAT TRANBFER INVESTIGATION "
CASE " 5-21-26 TIME m |1:25:54 TUBE L = 7.02 Gin] @ OF TC n 7
(_,bsl m17.4_ [KNs] | m2054.7 [imps] V " B.505 [volts] R m 4.14 [mDhm_]4E_
T u/s--121.B IF3 T d/l[ -42.0 IF] Pin -4378.0 [psts] Pout m 3272.0 [psia]
Ttn m-125.6 IF3 Tout m -49.2 IF3 H in- 248.3 H out m 316.7 CBtu/lb]
Vol FIcM * 5.05 [BPM3 Miss Flow - .24BDElb/s] Mass Flu_ m 59.48[lb/s-tn2]
WALL X/|D OUTER INTERF INNER FLUID ADIAB. FLUID HEAT h TRANSFER
LOC. NALL MALL MALL BULK NALL T PRESS FLUX COEFFICIENT
X[tn] T[F] T[F] T[F] T[F] T[F] [psts] [Btu/s-ine*2]
.14 I.o 83.7 76.1 71.8 -122.7 -118.7 3850.1 9.202 .48296E-01
.97 13.3 |01.1 q3.2 88.7 -115.2 -111.1 3B06.2 9.4B1 .47441E-01
1.91 26.2 136.0 129.3 124.6 -101.9 -97.4 3724.4 10.071 .45354E-01
4.16 57.0 123.5 115.1 110.5 -B5.1 -B0.3 3615.9 9.B42 .515BIE-01
5.02 68.8 195.5 1S5.7 180.5 -71.5 -66.3 3524.3 10.986 .44509E-01
6.10 83.6 216.B 206.6 201.2 -60.8 -55.3 3451.6 11.321 .44143E-01
6.84 93.7 236.2 225.6 220.0 -52.4 -46.6 3::92.7 11.626 .43607E-01
MALL TUBE RESISTANCE VOLTABE CURRENT HEAT BEN. TOTAL HEAT
LOC. BEG DL CU RONEL CU MONEL CU MONEL G BEN LOSS
X[tn] [tn] [mOhmslln3 [volt/in] Gimps] [Btu/s-tn] [Btu/i-tn]
.14 .555 .55 11.37 I.OB 1959. 95. 2.01 .10 2.11 .00
.97 .mS5 .57 11.3B 1.12 1957. 98. 2.07 .10 2.17 .00
1.91 1.595 .61 11.41 1.19 1951. 104. 2.19 .12 2.31 .00
4.16 1.555 .59 11.40 1.16 1953. 102. 2.15 .11 2.26 .00
02 .970 .67 11.44 1.29 1942. 113. 2.38 .14 2.52 .00• 10 .910 .69 11.45 1.33 1938. 116. 2.45 .15 2.60 .00
6.04 .55_ .71 11.46 1.37 1935. 119. 2.51 .15 2.67 .00
MALL FLU1D REYNOLDS PRANDTL Tbulkt MUbulk/ NUSSELT STANTON
LOC. VEL. NUMBER NUMBER Twill MLk_all NUMBER NUMBER
X[in] [4t/s]
.14 393.3 .1630E+07 1.279 .634 1.99 .2043E+04 .9796E-03
.97 400.6 .1718E+07 1.245 .628 1.98 .2049E+04 .9575E-03
1.91 415.1 .1740E+07 1.318 .613 2.09 .2074E+04 .9040E-03
4.16 436.0 .1694E+07 1.316 .657 1.92 .2508E+04 .1006E-02
• .02 455.6 .2037E+07 1.326 .607 l.S5 .229BE+04 .BSOBE-03
6.10 473.0 .2162E+07 1.336 ,604 1.78 .2396E+04 .8298E-03
6.84 468.0 .2266E+07 1.344 .599 |.70 .2466E+04 .BODOE-03
MALL FLUID FLUID ENTHALPY DYNAMIC THERMAL SPECIFIC DENSITV
LOC. TEMP. IqRESS VISCOSITY CONDUCTIVITV HEAT
X[in] IF] [pstl] [Btu/lb] [lb/_t-i] [Btu/s--Ft] [Btu/lb-R] [lb/ft3]
.14 -122.7 3850.1 250.640 .3197E-04 .20712E-04 .6289 21.779
.97 -115.2 3806.2 256.862 .3032E-04 .20266E-04 .O330 21.376
1.91 -101.9 3724.4 268.127 .2_9SE-04 .19159E-04 .6434 20.633
4.16 -BS.I 3615.9 282.614 .2751E-04 .IBOISE-04 .8616 19.643
5.02 -71.5 3524.3 294.617 .2556E-04 .16964E-04 .8795 18.799
" 10 -60.B 3451.6 304.274 .2410E-04 .16136E-04 .8943 18.109
64 -52.4 3392.7 311.955 .2298E-04 .15492E-04 .9063 17.552
CALC. CHECK: Mittmstsr De ml?.4B[kN] Sensible as mtT.97[kw] Olrr e 2.82%
Fleas. V * 8.452 [volts] Clio. V m 8.505 [volts) Vorr B .623X
Mess. I a2067.9 Gimps] Ctlc. | m2054.7 Gimps] Imrr m .62_
Fleas. Tout n -47.2 [F] Clio. Tout m -49.2 IF] Tmrr • 2.0 IF]
° °°" 1984020949-TSC13
•. OF POt..; :....... ,
mETHANE HEAT TRANgFER INVESTIGATION
CASE m 5-21-3A TIME m t:16:40 TUBE L = 7.02 [in] • OF TC = 7
:_' ,bsm -16.75 [KWm_ I -2029.1 tamps] V m 8.255 [volts) R m 4.D7 [mQhm_]
_ T u/am-liB.9 [F] T d/am -42.2 [F] Pin m441&.O [psia] PoMt m 3273.0 [pmia]
. T _n m-123.0 £F] Tout a -52.0 IF3 H in- 250.5 H out m 316.4 [Bt,/1D]
Vol FI_ a 5.23 [8PM] Mass Flow m .2565[lb/s] Mass Flu_ m 61.29[Ibis-in2)
MALL X/ID OUTER INTERF INNER FLUID ADIOS. FLUID HEAT h TRANSFER
LOC. MALL MALL MALL BULK MALL T PRESS FLUX COEFFICIENT
X[in) T[F) T[F) T[F) T[F] T[F) [psia) [Btu/s-ine,2]
.14 1.9 B2.0 74.6 70.5 -120.3 -116.0 3853.6 B.gsB .4BO55E-01
.97 13.3 95.1 S7.5 B3.2 -113.2 -lOB. B 3B07.4 9.164 .47724E-01
1.91 26.2 128.2 119.9 115.4 -lO0.B -96.0 3721.5 9.680 .45794E-01
4.16 57.0 114.1 106.1 101.7 -BS.l -BO.O 3607.6 9.463 .520BBE-OI
5.02 68.B 178.1 168. B 163.9 -72.5 -67.0 3511.8 10.45B .45283E-01
6.10 B3.6 197.6 IBB.O 182.9 -62.6 -56. B 3436.2 10.7SB .44BB3E-01
6.B4 93.7 213.5 203.5 198.3 -54.9 -48.8 337S. I 11.003 .44519E-01
i:_ MALL TUBE RESISTANCE VOLTAGE CURRENT HEAT GEN. TOTAL HEAT
:: LOC. BEG DL CU MONEL CU MONEL CU MONEL 0 GEN LOSS
i; X£_n] tln] [mOhmm/tn] £volt/in] [naps] [Btu/s-in] tBtu/s-tn]
;_ .14 .555 .55 11.37 1.07 1935. 94. 1.96 .10 2.05 .00
i-, .97 .SO5 .57 11.38 1.09 1933. 96. 2.00 .10 2.10 .00
i: 1.91 I 595 60 11 40 1 15 192B. 101 2.11 11 2.22 .00,_ • • • • • •
!-y
;_ 4.16 1.555 oSB 11.39 1.13 1930. 99. 2.06 .11 2.17 .00
; ( 22 .970 .65 11.43 1.25 1920. 109. 2.27 .13 2.40 .00
_ _.10 .910 .67 11.44 1.22 1917. 112. 2.33 .14 2.47 .00
• 6. B4 .550 .69 11.45 1.31 1914. 115. 2.38 .14 2.52 .00
E
MALL FLUID REYNOLDS PRANDTL Tbu|k/ MUbu]k/ NUSSELT STANTON
LOC. VEL. NUMBER NUMBER T_all MU_all NUMBER NUMBER
X[in) [4tls]
.14 407.4 .1704E 8Œ 1.269.640 1.96 .2043E Œ .9453E-03
.97 414.8 .179BE HŒ 1.232._3B 1.93 .2069E+04 .9340E-03
1.91 429.0 .lBO2E !8Œ 1.317.624 2.06 .2100E_04 .EBSOE-03
4.16 449.5 .lq*34E 4Œ 1.317.667 1.89 .2537E Œ .gBS?E-03
5.02 468.6 .2075E 4ˆ.621 1.Sb .2335E  Œ .B401E-03
6.10 4B5.3 .2217E 4Œ 1.337.618 1.78 .2428E ˆ .8192E-03
6.84 499.7 °2320E @Œ 1.345.615 1.72 .2501E $Œ .8013E-03
MALL FLUID FLUID ENTHALPY DYNAMIC THERMAL SPECIFIC DENSITY
LOC. TEMP. PRESS VISCOSITY CONDUCTIVITY HEAT
X[tn2 IF3 [psia) [Btu/lb] [lb/;t-s) [Btu/s-ft] [Btu/lb-R] [lb/_t3]
.14 -120.3 3B53.6 252.710 . 3152E-04 .20605E-04 .8294 21.663
.97 -113.2 3B07.4 25B.563 .29B7E-04 .2020BE-04 .8336 2,.2B0
1.91 -100.8 3721.5 269.093 .29BOE-04 .19101E-04 .B443 20.573
_.. 4.16 -BS. 1 3607.6 2E2.611 .2747E-04 .17¥87E-04 .B619 19.634
: 5.02 -72.5 3511.B 293.766 .2563E-04 .16988E-04 .S794 18.836
" 10 -62.6 3436.2 302.681 .2422E-04 .16193E-04 .S939 lB. 1B984 _4.9 375.1 9.774 . 314 . 55 2 .9064 17.661
C_LC. CHECK: Mattmeter De mlb.75[kw2 Sensible Ds ml7.S4[kw) Derr m 6.49%
Meas. V m S. 176 [volta. _ Cal£. V m 8.255 [volts) Verr = .970_
lqeas. | m204B.S tampa) Calc, | m2029.1 tamps) |err ,,, .96_
Mean. Tout m -47.7 IF) Calc. Tout - -52.0 [F] Terr - 4.3 [F]
_----_-_`-_:_-._---`-_-/_`_-_--_:_:_.-_._-_`_`._-_"9______-_ • , :- '-._"'_"',.-",-_-."----_-_,_:-,_,._:%_:._,-6J-"_:_,;,_.::
_-- _-- v " ca " " , o o
HETHANE HEAT TRANSFER INVEBTIBATION ''
" " CASE a 5-21-3B TIHE s 1:17:50 TUBE L o 7,02 [in3 • OF TC - 7
: se -23,65 [KMel I m2165,& tamps] V = 10,920 [volts] R - 5,04 [mOhms_
T u/l--117,6 [F] T d/s m -8,0 [F] Pin -4364,0 [psia3 Pout - 32SB,0 [ps_a_
T Sn m-121,3 IF] Tout - -17,4 IF] H tn- 251,9 H out m 347,0 [Btu/lb3
- VoI Flow m 4,98 [OPH] Mass Flow = ,2433[1b/s] Mass Flux m 5B, 13[|b/s-in2]
MALL X/|D OUTER INTERF INNER FLUID ADIAB, FLUID HEAT h TRANSFER
LOC, MALL MALL MALL BULK MALL T PRESS FLUX COEFFICIENT
X[Jn] T[F) T[F) T[F] T[F) T[F] [pits] [Btu/i-tnt_2]
• 14 l.q 16_.1 154.0 148.5 -117.6 -113.7 3,B54.5 11.5S9 .441BbE-Ol
.: ,97 13,3 199,5 IBB,6 lS2, S -107,9 -103,7 3S07,7 12,207 ,42595E-01
1,91 26,2 260,7 248.5 242,1 -90,2 -BS, B 3724,9 13,274 ,40485E-01
4,1b 57,0 24B.4 236.4 230.2 -&7, B -62.B 3610.2 13.062 ,44575E-01
5.02 6B,B 370.4 355.7 34B.4 -49,4 -43, S 3510,5 15,157 ,3Bb4bE-01
6.10 B3,6 433,5 417,4 409,5 -34.3 -28.2 3427,6 16,226 ,37077E-01
6,B4 _3,7 501,1 483.6 474,9 -22.1 -15,4 3357.7 17,361 ,3540BE-01
MALL TUBE RESISTANCE VDLTABE CURRENT HEAT GEN. TOTAL HEAT
LOC. SEG DL CU MONEL CU MONEL CU MONEL Q SEN LOSS
X[in] tin] [mOhms/in] [volt/in] tamps] [Btu/m-_n_ [Btu/s-in]
,14 ,555 ,6_ 11.42 1,29 2052. 113. 2,52 ,14 2.6& ,00
_ ,97 ,OS5 ,&7 11,44 1,3& 204&. 119, 2.b5 ,15 2,00 .00
1,_1 1,595 ,73 11,4S 1.4S 2036. 129, 2,B& .18 3,04 ,00
4.16 1.555 ,72 11,47 1,4& 203B. 127, 2,82 ,15 3,00 ,00
t 02 ,970 ,B4 11.55 1,69 2019. 147, 3,24 ,24 3,4S ,00
_.10 ,910 ,90 11.58 1.B! 2009. 157, 3.45 ,27 3.72 ,00
6.B4 ,550 ,_7 11.63 1.94 1997, 167, 3.67 .31 3.9S ,00
_ k_LL FLUID REYNOLDS PRANDTL Tbulk/ NL)bulk/ NUSSELT ETANTON
• LOC. q/EL, NL_qBER NUHSER Twall IqUwall NUHBER NUHBER
X[in] [ft/s]
,14 388.7 ,1644E+07 1,255 ,563 2,15 ,1BB?E • ,7155E-03
,97 39B,2 ,1643E Œ,54B 2.16 ,1912E+04 ,8765E-03
1,91 417,B ,17B3E @Œ 1,30B,527 2,03 ,190BE_04 ,BIB4E-03
4,16 447.3 ,1990E ˆ 1,321o56B 1,B4 ,2300E H"• o074SE-03
_,02 476.4 ,2189E ˆ,508 1,6_ ,21bOE #• ,739BE-03
6.10 504.1 ,2371E+07 1,335 ,490 1.51 ,2209E_04 ,6976E-03
6.84 530,3 ,2531E ¤ 1,33E,4bE 1,35 ,2229E Œ ,657_E-03
kLqLL FLUID FLUID Er_THALPY DYNAMIC THERRAL _P_CIFIC DENSITY
- LOC. TENP, PRESS VISCOSITY CONDUCTIVITY HEAT
X[tn] IF] [p_] [Btu/lb] [lb/ft-_] [Btu/_-ft] [Btu/lb-R] [l_/ft3]
,14 -117,6 3BS4,5 254,946 ,309BE-04 ,20491E-04 ,B303 21,535
,_7 -107,_ 3B0_,7 263,075 ,3100E-04 ,19516_-04 ,B361 21,018
1,91 -_0,2 3724,_ 27B. 131 ,2BSbE-04 ,IBSBbE-04 ,B511 20,036
4.16 -67,8 3610,2 2_7.717 ,2557E-04 ,16_BOE-_4 ,B7b6 IS,715
5,02 -49,4 3510,5 314.251 ,2327E-04 ,1567&E-04 ,59B7 17.571
_ 10 -34.3 3427,6 328.090 ,214BE-04 ,14705E-04 ,_143 16.&C_
L 84 -22,1 3357,7 339.545 ,2011E-04 ,13916E-04 ,_259 15,755
CALC, CHECK: Mstt_eter Qe -23,65[k_3 IkmstbIe Gs m24,42[kw] gmrr m 3,26_
Meal, V m 4,_bI [volts) C41c, V _10,920 [volts] V_r meseeesX
Iqmas, I m4767,3 [&mps3 Celt, | m2165,& CLaps] le_r m 54,57X
Iqeas. Tout m -14,1 £F] Calc, Tout m -17,4 [F] Tmrr a 3,3 (F]
" 1984020949-TSD0'
a!
' METHANE HEAT TRANSFER INVESTIBATION OF PO,_
_i_ CASE = 5-21-4A TIME = 2:07:25 TUBE L = 7.02 tin] • OF TC = 7
f_
_bUs =1e.77 tKNs] Z =2151.7 tamps] V = 9.190 tvolts] R = 4.27 [mOhms]
T u/s=-133.2 iF] T d/s= -45.2 tF] Pin a4347.0 tpsia] Pout - 3157.0 [psia]
Ttn m-137.8 iF] Tout m -61.3 IF] H In= 237 7 H out = 314 2 [Btu/lb]!, * • .
Vol Flow = 5.54 tGPM] Mass Flow m .2789[1b/s] Mass Flux = 66.65[lb/s-tn]]
i_:' HALL X/ID OUTER INTERF INNER FLUID ADIAB. FLUID HEAT h TRANEF£R
_ LOC. HALL HALL WALL BULK HALL T PRESS FLUX COEFFICIENT
! X[in] TtF] T[F] T[F] T[F] T[F] tpsia] [Btu/s-in**2]
_, .14 1.9 96.3 87.8 83.0 -134.9 -130.0 3699.8 10.266 .48190E-01
_' .97 13.3 115.3 106.4 101.4 -127.5 -122.4 3646.6 10.599 .473505-01
1.91 26.2 158.0 148.1 142.8 -114.0 -10S.8 3547.6 11.344 .450945-014.16 57.0 141.2 131.7 126.5 -97.2 -91.4 3415.9 11.053 ._0722E-01
5.02 68.8 225.2 213.9 207.9 -83.7 -77.4 3304.0 12.505 .43819E-01
!_ 6.10 83.6 253.0 241.1 234.9 -73.0 -66.3 3214.2 12.979 .43087E-01
6.84 _3.7 283.4 270.8 264.3 --64.5 -57.6 3141.0 13.497 .41931E-01
HALL rUBS RESISTANCE VOLTAGE CURRENT HEAT SEN. TOTAL HEAT
LOC. SEG DL CU MONEL CU MONEL CU MONEL Q GEN LOSS
_[
_. X[tn] tin] [mOhms/in] [volt/in] tamps] [Btu/s-in] [Btu/s-in]
.14 .555 .56 11.38 1.15 2050. 101. 2.24 .11 2.35 .00
!_ .97 .8_5 .58 11.39 1.19 2047. 105. 2.31 .12 2.43 .00
_ 1.91 1.595 .63 11.42 1.28 2040. 112. 2.47 .14 2.60 .00
4.16 1.555 .61 11.41 1.24 2043. 109. 2.41 .13 2.53 .00
'_ (" 02 970 69 11.46 1.41 2029. 123. 2.70 16 2.87 O0
___ • o • •
_ x_ 10 910 72 11.47 1.46 2024 127. 2.80 18 2.98 O0|=_ • . • e e o
_i 6.84 .550 .75 11.49 1.52 2020. 132. 2.91 .19 3.10 .00
i_" HALL FLUID REYNOLDS PRANDTL Tbulk/ MUbulk/ NUSSELT STANTON
!: LOC. VEL. NUMBER NUMBER Twall MUwall NUMBER NUMBER
:C,
i_ .14 431.2 .1734E Œ 1.325.599 2.21 .2000E Œ .8705E-03
.97 439.2 .18145 <ˆ 1.307.592 2.21 .2017E Œ .8509E-03
;_ 1.91 455.1 .1988E "<ˆ 1.263.574 2.12 .2010E $Œ .BOO7E-03
_ 4.16 478.2 .2073E+07 1.332 .619 _.05 .24355 #Œ .8817E-03
._. 5.02 500.4 .2247E <ˆ 1.342.563 1.96 .2240E Œ .74245-03
• 6.10 520.7 .2402E <ˆ.557 1.84 .2328E Œ .7133E-03
- 6.84 538.8 .25375 @ˆ 1.372.546 1.75 .2369E+04 .6807E-03
!_ MALL FLU I D FLU | D ENTHALPY DYNAM I C THERMAL BPEC I F I C DENSITY
!_ LOC. TEMP. PRESS VISCOSITY CONDUCTIVITY HEAT
: X[In] IF] [psia] [Btu/lb] tlb/_t-s] tBtu/s-_t] [Btu/lb-R] [lb/_t3]
--. .14 -134.9 3699.8 240.092 .3367E-04 .21110E-04 .8306 22.258
_" .97-127.5 3646.6 246.303 .3219E-04 .20569E-04 .8349 21.850
i_,_, 1.91 -I14.0 3547.6 257,599 .2936E-04 .19654E-04 .B451 21.089
i--_1 4.16 -97.2 3415.9 272. 125 .2817E-04 .182475-04 .8632 20.070
;_ , 5.02 -83.7 3304.0 284.286 .25985-04 .171405-04 .8856 19.178
:-_7" _" 10 -73.0 3214.2 294. 159 .2430E-04 . 162165-04 .9064 18.431
:_., 84 --64.5 3141.0 302.091 ,23015-04 • 155025-04 ,9242 17.811k
;_ C_LC. CHECK: Idattmster Oe mlg.77[k_3 Sensible Qs m22.50[kw) Osrr m 13.79%
F _ Meas. V m 9.130 [volts] Ca|c. V m 9. 190 [volts] Vorr m .658%Haas. I m2165.9 [_mpm] Calc. I m2151.7 tamps] lerr m .66%
'-:_ Haas. Tout = -51.5 IF] Calc. Tout m -61.3 IF] Terr m 9.8 IF3
"1984020949-TED02
I_i METHANE Ill[AT TRANSFE_ INVESTIGATION OF L::::: ': , i,,b
, CASE - 5-21-4B.! TIME m 2:0B:29 TUBE L m 7.02 [in3 # OF TC - 7
il:
°_:_.: (_6bse -25.52 [KMe] I m221B. 1 lamps] V m 11.50B [vDlts] R = 5.19 [mOhes]
°_ T u/l--127.B tF] T d/I- -15.6 iF3 Pin -4157.0 tpsia] Pout = 3094.0 [psia]
. '_!_._ T in _-131.6 tF] Tout _ -25.1 tF] H in- 242.8 H out = 342.0 [Btu/lb]
i!I Vol Flc_ _ 5.07 tGPM] Mal_ Flo_ _ .251511b/s3 Mass Flux m 60.O8[lbfs-tn2]
_ WALL X/ID OUTER |NTERF INNER FLUID ADIAB. FLUID HEAT h TRANSFER
_: LOC. WRLL MALL MALL BULK MALL T PRESS FLUX COEFFICIENT
._.k X[in] T[F] T[F] T[F] T[F] T[F] tplia] tBtu/s-ine*2]
i_'_ .14 1.9 160.0 149.6 143.9 -12B.0 -123.9 3620.1 12.050 .45002E-01
,,_ .97 13.3 203.3 191.9 lS5.8 -11B.2 -113.9 3573.0 12.846 .42862E-01
_"" 1.91 26.2 272.3 259.3 252.5 -100.2 -95.6 3483.5 14.099 .40507E-01
_ 4.16 57.0 263.3 250.5 243.B -77.4 -72.2 3361.5 13.937 .44098E-01
_ 5.02 &B.B 407.7 391.5 363.4 -58.7 -52.9 3254.1 16.523 .3786BE-01
_i 6.10 B3.6 490.4 472.3 463.4 -43.1 -36.6 3162.6 17.979 .35955E-01
.L 6.84 93.7 594.3 573.9 563.9 -30.2 -23.1 30B4.1 19.786 .33707E-01
=__ WALL TUBE RESISTANCE VOLTAGE CURRENT HEAT GEN. TOTAL HEAT
_ LOC. SEG DL CU MONEL CU MONEL CU MONEL Q GEN LOSS
_ _ X[in] tin] tmOhms/In] [volt/In] tamps] [Btu/l-ln] [Btuls-in]
.14 .555 .63 11.42 1.31 2103. 115. 2.62 .14 2.76 .00
,_ .97 .BB5 .67 11.44 1.40 2096. 122. 2.78 .16 2.95 .00
._- 1.91 1.595 .74 11.49 1.54 2084. 134. 3.04 .20 3.23 .00
._. 4.16 1.555 .73 11.48 1.52 20B6. 132. 3.01 .19 3.20 .00
_, ( 02 .970 .B7 11.57 1.80 2062. 156. 3.52 .27 3.79 .00
_'_ _ 10 .910 .96 11.62 1.96 2049. 169. 3.81 .31 4.12 .00
_ 6.84 .550 1.06 11.68 2.16 2033. 185. 4.16 .38 4.54 .00
_' WALL FLUID REYNOLDS PRANDTL Tbulk/ MUbulk/ NUSSELT STANTON
_ LOC. VEL. NUMBER NUMBER TNa]I flUwall NUMBER NUMBER
i X[in] [_t/s]
" .14 395.9 .1635E <Œ 1.309.550 2.30 .191SE $Œ .B961E-03
°_ .97 405.7 • 173BE DŒ 1.280.529 2.18 . 1885E !Œ .B473E-03
_ 1.91 426.1 .1826E <Œ 1.330.505 2.11 .1910E+04 .7864E-03
:_ 4.16 457.5 .2064E • 1.337.544 1.B9 .2286E • .B2BOE-03
? 5.02 489.9 .2294E ,Œ,476 1.65 .2145E Œ .6871E-03
_:, 6.10 522.4 .2509E <• 1.377°452 1.47 . 2195E+04 . 6352E-03
_.
,_ 6.84 553.8 .2703E <ˆ 1.386.420 1.32 .2192E+04 .5849E-03
_:
".'_ WALL FLUID FLUID ENTHAI.PY DYNAMIC THERMAL SPECIFIC DENSITY
_,. LOC. TEMP. PRESS VISCOSITY CONDUCTIVITY HEAT
:_ X[in] iF3 [psia] [Btu/lb] [lb/_t-I] [Btu/s-ft] tBtu/lb-R] tlb/_t3]
• .14 -128.0 3620.1 245.824 .321_E-04 .20549E-04 .8359 21.855
_, .97 -118.2 3573.0 254.084 .302BE-04 .19919E-04 .B420 21.323
_ 1.91 -100.2 34B3.5 269.510 .28B2E-04 .IBSBOE-04 .11574 20.302
_ 4.16 -77.4 3361.5 289.673 .2550E-04 .16900E-04 .EBb4 18.910
_:-- 5.02 -58.7 3254.1 306.942 .2294E-04 .15463E-04 .9174 17.&bO
I
_v/_.,_ 84 -30.2 30B4.1 334.054 .1947E-04 .13473E-04 .9592 15.622
!_ CALC. CHECK: Wattmeter De o25.52[k_] Sensible _s _26.31[kw] Deft _ 3.0_
_, Pleas. V =11.225 [volts] talc. V -11.508 [volts] Verr = 2.51B_
-*_I Meas. | _2273.9 lamps] Clio. | m221B. I temps] |err m 2.46%




_', METHANE HEAT TRANSFER |NVESTIGATION "-'"_ '"CASE - 5-21-48,Z TIME m 2:08135 TUBE L J 7.02 gin] @ OF TC = 7
+' _se =25.35 [KWe] I -2208.1 [smps] V = II.4_I [volta] R - 5.20 [:+_hms]
i 'i T u/s=-126,7 IF] T d/s= -13.2 IF] Pin -4126.0 [psia] Pout = 3019.0 [psia]
T in =-13¢).7 [F] Tout - -27.1 IF) H in= 243,5 H out = 344.6 tBtu/Ib]
, Vol Flow = 5.17 tGPM] Mass Flow - .2552[Ibi83 Mass Flux = 60.96[Ib/s-in2]
t
i'_' WALL X/ID OUTER INTERF INNER FLUID ADIAB. FLUID HEAT h TRANSFER
_ LOC. WALL WALL WALL BULK WALL T PRESS FLUX COEFFICIENT
X[in] T[F] T[F] T[F] T[F] T[F] [psia] [Btu/s-ine*2]
:_ .14 1.9 164.3 153,8 148.2 -127.1 -122.8 3571.6 12.025 ,44371E-01
_ ,97 13.3 205 a 194 2 188.1 -117.5 -113.1 3523.3 12.778 .42417E-01
* 1.91 26.2 275.1 262.1 255.4 -100.0 -95.2 3431.2 14.029 .40022E-01
4.1b 57.0 265.4 252.6 24a.0 -77.8 -72.4 3305.6 13.85a .43514E-01
' 5,02 69.8 408.1 392.1 384.0 -59.5 -53.6 3195.0 16.389 .374508-01
6.10 83.6 488.8 470.9 462.1 -44.4 -37.8 3100.9 17.798 .35604E-01
_ 6.84 9_.7 591.8 571.6 561.7 -32.0 -24.7 3020.3 19.574 .33380E-01
,_ WALL TUBE RESISTANCE VOLTAGE CURRENT HEAT GEM. TOTAL HEAT
_ LOC. SEG DL CU MONEL CU NONEL CU MONEL Q GEN LOSS
F_ X[in] tin] [mOhmi/in] [volt/in] lamps] [Btu/s-in] [Btu/s-in]
;_ .14 .555 ._3 11.42 1.32 2093, _15, 2.61 .14 2.7b .00
}_ .97 .885 .67 11.45 1.40 2086. 122. 2.77 .16 2.93 .00
!_. 1.91 1.595 .74 11.49 1.54 2074. 134. 3.02 .20 3,2_ .00
4.16 1.555 .73 11.48 1.52 2076. 132. 2.99 .19 3.18 .00
,_ ( 02 .970 .87 11.57 1.80 2053. 155. 3.49 .26 3.7b .00
,_ _.I0 .910 .96 11.62 1.95 2040. 168, 3.77 ,31 4.08 .00
_-_ b, 84 .550 I •06 11.68 2 •15 2024. 184. 4 •12 .37 4.49 .O0
_ WALL FLUID REYNOLDS PRANDTL Tbulk/ MU_ulk/ NUSSELT STANTON
1:3 LOC. VEL. NUMBER NUMBER TNall MUwall NUMBER NUMBER
X[_n] Eft/s]
:, .14 403.2 .16748 ˆ 1.310.547 2.29 .19058+04 .8_86£-03
i_ .97 413.2 .17808+07 1.281 .528 2.18 .lS79E   Œ .82408-03
;" 1,91 433.8 ,18_8E ,ˆ.503 2.11 ,19018+04 .7631E-03
i_ 4,1b 465.8 .2112E „ 1.345.541 1.89 .22748+04 ,8007E-03
5.02 498.& .2348E 8„ 1.368.474 1.64 .2137E+04 ,b6518-03
i- 6.10 5_1.4 .25688 #8ˆ 1.3Bb.451 1.46 .21898 Œ ,61528-03
,-. 6,84 563.2 .2765E $8ˆ.419 1.31 .2187E  ˆ .56638-03
WALL FLUID FLUID ENTHALPY DYNAMIC THERMAL SPECIFIC DENSITY
LOC. TEMP. PRESS VISCOSITY CONDUCTIVITY HEAT
X[in] [F] [psia] [Btu/Ib] [Ibl4t-s] [Btu/s-;t) [Stu/Ib-R] [Ib/4t3]
.14 -127.1 3571.6 24b.493 .3190E-04 ,204078-04 .8380 21.773
.97 -117.5 3523.3 254.605 .30008-04 ,19778E-04 .8444 21.245
1.91 -100.0 3431.2 269.713 .28598-04 ,1S4448-04 .Bb03 20.235
4.16 -77.8 3305.6 289.524 .2528E-04 ,16760E-04 .8914 18.847
5.02 -59.5 3195.0 306.408 .22748-04 .15354E-04 .9237 17.608
" 1C) -44.4 3100.9 320.786 .2080£-04 .142498-04 .9493 16.519
84 -32.0 3020.3 332.834 .19318-04 .13369E-04 .9669 15,588
CALC. CHECk:: Wattmeter Qe =25.35[kN] Sensible Os -27.22[kw) Girt = 7.36%
heat. V -11.225 [volts] Clio. V m11.4B1 [volts] Verr = 2.278%
M_as. 1 -2258.4 tamps] Calc. | -220B. 1 [a_tos] Ierr= 2.23_
Mess. Tout = -19.7 IF] Clio. Tc_Jt = -27.1 [F) Terr m 7.4 [F] !

_ii: METHANE HEAT TRANSFER INVESTIGATION OF iq
.'_" CASE = 5-24-2A TIME = 11:00:4B TUBE L = 7.02 [in] # OF TC = 7
_ t_)4bse =35.67 [KWe] I =2442.4 lamps] V = 14.607 Iv,Its] R _ 5.98 [mOhms]
!, ! u/s=-120.3 IF] T d/s= 6.7 [F] Pin =43B0.0 [psia] Pout = 2477,0 [psia]
; T in =-125.5 [F3 Tout = -.4 [F] H in= 246,0 H out = 362,0 [Btu/Ib]
..oOr,. Vol Flow = 5.87 [GPM] Mass Flow = .28Bl[Ib/s] Mass Flux = 6B, S4[Ib/s-in]]
WALL XIID OUTER INTERF INNER FLUID ADIAB. FLUID HEAT h TRANSFER
:" LOC. WALL WALL WALL BULl WALL T PRESS FLUX COEFFICIENT
oi_" X[in] _[F] T[F] T[F] T[F] T[F] [psia] [Btu/s-in$$2]
._i_ .14 1.9 275.6 260.1 251._ -121.0 -115.5 3670.9 16.970 .4_1eIE-01
:;:_ .97 13.3 356.0 3,'.8.2 329.2 -lOB B -102 9 3606.2 18.701 .43279E-01I_" • •
' .:_" 1.91 26.2 429.5 40_.7 399.8 -B6.4 -BO.O 3478.5 20.265 ,4224 IE-01
i: 4.16 57.0 492.8 471._ 460.6 -57.5 -4_.9 3296.0 21.600 .4230_E-01
_
_ 5. C)2 6B.B 551.4 52B.3 516.9 -34,3 -25,3 3126.9 22.825 .42099E-01
6.1C) 83.6 54.'..8 520.9 50_.6 -17.4 -o,9 2_79.1 22.667 .4,_BOE-01
,°i_ 6.84 93.7 572.0 54B. 4 536.7 -5.0 7 • I 2B51.6 2-_..254 •43904E-01
_?
o_ WALL TUBE RES ISTANCE VOLTAGE CURRENT HEAT GEN. TOTAL HEAT
_ LOS. SEG DL CU MONEL CU MDNEL CU MONEL Q GEN LOSS
- X[in] [in] [mOhms/_n] [volt/in] lamps] [Btu/s-in] [Btu/s-in]
_ 14 ,555 .7," 11 4_ 1.6B _29_ 146. 3.66 _ 3.89 .00
.._ .97 .885 .81 11.54 1.85 2282, 1_1. 4.01 .28 4.2_ .00
-_- 1.91 1.595 .8_ 11.58 2.01 22_9. 173. 4.32 •33 4.65 .O0>':_
o_ 4.16 1.555 .95 11.62 2.14 2258. 184. 4.58 .37 4.95 .00
....._ ( .02 .970 1.01 11.<_6 2.26 224_. 1_4. 4.82 .42 5.2_ .00
._ .10 .910 1.00 11.65 ,._,_= 2250. 1_:. 4,79 .41 5.20 .00
_, 6.84 .550 1.0_ 11.67 2.3'-) 2245. I¢_7. 4.90 .43 5.33 .00
_" WALL FLUID REYNOLDS PRANDTL Tbul k/ MUbul I / NUSSELT STANTON
_; LOC. VEL. NUMBER NUMBER TNal 1 MUral I NUMBER NUMBER
o_ X[_n] [_t/s]
:-. .14 460.0 .1938E 0ˆ 1,284.476 2.23 ,1996E+04 .8020E-03
°°_" .97 475.0 , 1983E ˆ,445 _,20 1977E !¨• 7438E-C)3
; 1.91 506.9 .2227E 325 .434 1•_0 •2084E 4706_E-03
::_ 4.16 5_1.0 .2618E 0ˆ 1.35_,437 1.60 .23_9E+04 .672BE-03
.._,_ 5.02 621.0 .3012E+07 1.3B I •436 I•38 .2672E #Œ .6425E-03
6.10 678.5 .3.._E 4ˆ 1.40_.456 1.25 .3056E+04 .6497E-0,'_
_- 6,84 732.5 ,3640E 4„457 1•15 •3287E+04 6412E-0_
-,: WALL FLUID FLUID ENTHALPY DYNAMIC THERMAL SPECIFIC DENSITY
LOC. TEMP. PRESS VISCOSITY CONDUCTIVITY HEAT
X[in] IF] [psiI] [Btu/Ib] [Ib/_t-m] [Btu/m-{t] [Btu/Ib-R] [Ib/;t.'.]
._ .14 -121 .0 3670.9 251 •7_9 •3112E-04 .20267E-04 •8364 _1 •552
°_' 97 -lOB 8 3606.2 262. 157 .3041E-04 19173E-04 845_ 20.872
;;, 1.91 -B6.4 3478.5 281.551 .270BE-04 ,17755E-04 .B6B9 19.55_
_ 4. 16 -57.5 3296.0 307.78B ,230,_,E-04 .15513E-04 ._135 17.671
_'_] 5.02 -34.3 3126.9 330.009 .2002E-04 .13800E-04 .9519 15.964
_ a_.10 -17.4 2979.1 346.B51 .1799E-04 .I¢576E-04 .9811 14.610
_ _,, 84 -5,0 2851.6 360.397 .1657E-04 .11701E-04 .9946 13.533
CALC. CHECk:: Wattmeter Oe "35.67[k_] Sensible QI =34.65[k_] _)err = 2.B6%
Meas. V =14.65_ [volts] Ctlc. V =14.607 Iv.Its] Verr = .353%
Meas. I =_433.7 Gimps] Calc. | =2442,4 Gimps] Ierr = .36%
Meas. Tout = -4.1 IF] CI1c. _r_ut = -.4 IF] Terr = 3.7 IF]
° "" 1984020949-TSD06
t_kl
_:,i' METHANE HEAT TRANSFER INVESTIGATION OF PO_ _'_.',:.,.'.
CASE = 5-24-28 TIME = 11:01128 TUBE L = 7.02 tin] # OF TC = 7
t
° abse -39.92 [l:::We] I =2473.B lamps] V = 16.139 [volts] R = 6.52 [mDhms]
!: T u/s=-116.5 IF] T d/s= 24.1 [F] Pin =4375.0 (psia] Pout = 2421.0 [psia]
T in =-121.4 [F] T_ut = 22.8 [F] H in= 251.6 H out = 377,3 [Btu/Ib]
_
%_ Vol Flow = 5.71 [BPM] Mass Flow = .27BO[Ib/_) Mass Flu_ = 66.43[Ib/s-in:]
_ WALL X/ID OUTER INTERF INNER FLUID ADIAB. FLUID HEAT h TRANSFER
_.i LOC. WALL WALL WALL BULK WALL T PRESS FLUX COEFFICIENT
_,.',. X[In] T(F] T[F] T[F] T[F] T[F] [psia] [Btu/s-in$$2]
_ 14 1 9 324 2 306.9 298.0 -116.4 -111 2 3708.6 18 453 45092E-01
"? • • • . • •
'_i_ .97 13.3 453.3 43:.4 42_.0 -I02.3 -9&.7 3644.9 21.271 .41015E-C11
., 1.91 26.2 54_.1 525.6 513.9 -75.8 -69.5 3516.3 23.329 .399858-01
5.02 6G.B 637.0 611.1 59_._ -15.8 -6._ 3151.0 25.193 .416698-01
_'_ 6.10 83.6 633.6 607.8 595.1 3.3 14.9 2990.7 25.121 .43_01E-C11
6.84 93.7 6_6.6 639._ 626.7 17.5 _1.5 2848.9 25.816 .43372E-01
WALL TUBE RESISTANCE VOLTAGE CURRENT HEAT BEN. TOTAL HEAT
I LOC. SEG DL CU MONEL CU MONEL CU MONEL Q SEN LOSS
_ X[in] [_n] [mOhms/in] [volt/in] (amps] (Btu/s-in] [Btu/s-in]
"_ 555' .14 . .78 11.52 1.81 2317. 157. _.96 .27 4.23 .00
_: .97 .BB5 .91 11.60 2.05 2294. 17_. 4.52 .35 4.88 .00
_: 1 91 1 595 1 0C, 11 65 2.28 22?8. 1_. 4.93 .42 5.35 .00
._,, • • • .
4.16 1 ==_
•.,_ 1.0_ 11.67 2.34 2273. 201. 5.04 .45 5.49 .00
, 02 .970 1.0_ 11.71 2.46 2263. 210. 5.29 .49 5.78 .00.
" \ 10 910 1.C'_ 11.... 1 2.46 2264. 210. 5.27 .49 5.76 .00
6.84 .550 1.1_ 11.73 2.5_ 2258. 215. 5.41 .5_ 5.92 .OC)
i WALL FLUID REYNOLDS PRANDTL Tbul k/ MUbul I/ NUSSELT STANTON
_ LOC. VEL. NUMBER NUMBER T_all MU_all NUMBER NUMBER
_ X(in] [_t/s]
14 448.0 1920E D260 .45 _ 2.17 .1963E+04 .8113E-03% • • . _*
_ .97 465.0 .19608 ˆ 1.324.406 2.04 .1890E ˆ .72868-0_
_. 1.91 502.8 .22_68 ˆ 1.327.394 1.75 .20_9E ˆ .6S728-0_
4.16 567.4 .26798 ˆ 1.353.417 1.46 .24618 "ˆ .6790E-C13
5.02 640.5 .3117E ˆ 1.372.420 1.24 .2802E Œ .6547E-03
:_ 6.10 71_.4 ._4_0E <ˆ 1.372.43_ 1.12 .32138 #„ .6709E-0_
_-_ 6.84 781.1 .3800E+07 1.345 .439 1.02 .34678_04 .6782E-03
,_ WALL FLUID FLUID ENTHALPY DYNAMIC THERMAL SPECIFIC DENSITY
.... LOC. TEMP. PRESS VISCOSITY CONDUCTIVITY HEAT
i_ X[in] IF] [psia] [Btu/Ib) (Ib/_t-s) [Btu/s-_t] [Btu/Ib-R] [1bl_tS]
- .14 -116.4 3708,6 255.791 .3030E-04 .201218-04 .8367 21.351
:_, .97 -102.3 3644.9 267.797 .2969E-04 .19011E-04 .8474 20.57_
_-_' 1.91 -75.8 3516,3 2_0.821 .26038-04 .171778-04 .875B 19.027
:---_,+_ 4.16 -42._ ""_,_28.8 _21.460 .2172E-04 .14792E-04 .q215 16.85_
!_,;]. 5.02 -15. B 3151.0 346.928 .18678-04 .130_9E-04 .q578 14.935
_.10 3._ _990,7 366.201 .1667E-04 .118048-04 .9716 I_.427
:_-'-*, 84 17.5 2848.9 38..156 .1532E-04 .I0957E-04 9626 12.246
___ CALC. CHECk_ Wattmeter Oe 839.92[k_] Sensible Os _36.90[k_3 Qerr - 7.58%
_-_ Meas. V =16._25 [volts] Calc. V =16.139 [volts] Verr = 1.140%
_ Meas. I =2445.6 limps] Calc. I m247_.B limps] lerr = I 15%
_
_ .._ Meas. Tout = 11.4 [F] Calc. Tout • 22.8 [F) Terr • 11.4 [F]
'----'.-,--_.,.__._.,,,,_-_ ___-- ;. ._%_.. _._-_ _a_:_?,"-_z_a_,:a_. . - . . .- __,_T__. . ' - -?_ . ..... . • ,. v__ _'%'-..--_-
I _O_U_U_ lO_U-
